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ABSTRACT 
 
 
The New England Holocaust Memorial was dedicated on 22 October 1995 in 
Boston, Massachusetts following a process of development and design that lasted over 
ten years. This study examines the progress of the memorial project, and in doing so, 
addresses the connection between collective memory and identity. In addition, it places 
the New England Holocaust Memorial in the context of American Holocaust 
commemoration, emphasizing throughout the role of public discussion and debate in the 
commemorative process. Mostly importantly, this study confronts the three debates 
central to the memorial project: 1) the debate over whether or not the memorial was to 
commemorate the liberators, 2) the debate over the memorial’s location on Boston’s 
“Freedom Trail,” and 3) the debate over whether the memorial should represent the six 
million Jewish victims of the Holocaust or victims of Nazi Germany in general. An 
examination of the history of the New England Holocaust Memorial, this study 
contributes to existing scholarship on Holocaust commemoration in the United States, 
and illustrates the importance of discussion and debate as forms of commemoration.
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INTRODUCTION 
 
On 12 May 1998, Stanley Saitowitz, architect of the New England Holocaust 
Memorial (NEHM), accepted the American Institute of Architects' 1998 Henry Bacon 
Medal for Memorial Architecture.1 As part of his acceptance speech he stated, "Our 
traditions revolve around time and events, not object and monuments. Heschel has 
summarized the Hebraic position saying that the Sabbaths are our great Cathedrals. But 
even Moses," he continued, "understood the need for objects as markers and receptacles 
of meaning–not as ends, but as frames for ceremony and life. And it is for this reason the 
continuing life of this memorial, not as object, but as event, is so important."2 Saitowitz's 
proposed use of the New England Holocaust Memorial as a frame for ceremony is 
consistent with the memorial's history. Over ten years of planning went into the 
memorial, during which the New England Holocaust Memorial Committee (NEHMC) 
engaged members of the Boston community in conversation and debate regarding the 
proposed purpose of the memorial and the memorial's design selection. Through these 
conversations, the community became involved in acts of commemoration prior to the 
memorial's construction, thereby demonstrating the power of communication as a means 
of commemoration.  
The story of the New England Holocaust Memorial is the story of a committed 
group of individuals determined to involve their city in the process of developing and 
                                                
1 The American Association of Architect's Henry Bacon Award is named in honor of Henry 
Bacon, designer of the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, D.C. 
2 Stanley Saitowitz, "Remarks of Stanley Saitowitz,," 12 May 1998, Boston, MA, NEHM 
Documents, Ruth Fein Collection, (hereafter RFC), Boston, Massachusetts.  
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constructing the memorial. Because of the committee's desire to engage the community in 
the commemorative process, the history of the New England Holocaust Memorial is 
steeped in debate. Unlike many other planning committees for memorial sites, the 
NEHMC sought to begin commemoration prior to construction. By hosting a series of 
public events, the memorial committee engaged the community in the building process. 
Rather than steer people away from debate, members of the committee encouraged 
audiences to think critically about the memorial and interact as part of the planning 
process by adding suggestions and offering critical insight on the memorial's statement of 
purpose and design selection. Through these conversations, the memorial committee 
developed their statement of purpose, refined their vision for the site, and ultimately 
selected a memorial design. James Young, noted author of The Texture of Memory: 
Holocaust Memorials and Meaning3 and member of the Memorial's Design Management 
Committee (DMC), stressed in a Committee meeting of 19 March 1990 that it was 
important to keep the community involved in the process. In addition, he claimed that it 
was the continued community involvement that made the memorial project unique, and 
that the process of creating the memorial was an important 'pre-history,' and should be 
carefully documented.4  
Due in part to James Young's insistence on documentation, the New England 
Holocaust Memorial Committee left detailed records of the planning process. This thesis 
                                                
3 James Young, The Texture of Memory: Holocaust Memorials and Meaning (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1993). 
4 Patricia Fuller, Design Management Committee Meeting Minutes, 27 March 1990, NEHM 
Documents, Stephen Dickerman Collection, (hereafter SDC), Boston, Massachusetts; and Ruth 
Fein, Interview by author. Phone Interview. Boston, MA and Burlington, VT, 12 February 2008. 
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engages these sources and relies on documents that were distributed publicly, documents 
that were distributed exclusively to individuals and teams competing to design the 
memorial, and documents that were available only to members of the Committees. Public 
records include, for example, the cornerstone ceremony program, dedication ceremony 
program, and Harvard University Graduate School of Design memorial display brochure. 
Such texts provide insight into the public image the NEHMC tried to create. Documents 
shared with design competitors included the invitation to compete, the Competition 
Program, and jury comments. Through these records it is possible to view the direction in 
which the NEHMC tried to steer design submissions. Various NEHM Committees also 
kept detailed minutes as well as comprehensive financial reports. These documents were 
not available to the public, but nonetheless offer insight into the intimate workings of the 
Committees. In addition to the archives of the New England Holocaust Memorial 
Committee, Boston media sources such as the Jewish Advocate, Boston Globe, and 
Boston Herald recorded much of the process. Although the memorial project was heavily 
documented, the history has yet to be written and the archival collection has remained 
untouched until now.5  
It is important to record a complete history of the New England Holocaust 
Memorial for a number of reasons. Although many scholars have begun to focus on 
Holocaust commemoration in the United States, no such work exists on the New England 
Holocaust Memorial. In addition, an analysis of the Memorial's history raises several 
                                                
5 James Young's Texture of Memory offers a description of the New England Holocaust Memorial 
in his last chapter on "Memory and the Politics of Identity," 323-335, but his text was published 
prior to the memorial's completion and offers little information regarding the complicated history 
of the memorial.  
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questions common to the planning of Holocaust memorials around the world. To what 
extent should a memorial to the Holocaust commemorate victims, liberators, or both? 
What constitutes a proper location for a memorial to the Holocaust? Which victims 
should the Holocaust memorial commemorate - Jewish victims or general victims of Nazi 
persecution? Finally, a recording of the New England Holocaust Memorial's history also 
offers insight into the unique nature of public memorialization that took place in this 
context. Through the incredibly public effort put forth by the New England Holocaust 
Memorial Committee and the Design Management Committee, the process of 
memorialization began before construction. Thus, this memorial's history illustrates the 
importance of debate and discussion as a form of commemoration.  
This study follows the New England Holocaust Memorial from its origins through 
its dedication, and is divided into three chapters. The first chapter provides a theoretical 
framework of this study. It aims to place the New England Holocaust Memorial in the 
greater context of collective memory and memorial culture by examining some of the 
historiography of abstract and physical manifestations of memory. It also examines 
scholars' fascination with collective memory and its relationship to history, as well as the 
relationship between American national collective memory and the Holocaust.  
The second chapter analyzes the process by which the Memorial changed from an 
abstract idea to a physical structure. This account of the Memorial's history includes the 
five major phases of the memorial building process, and therefore examines the original 
inspiration for the memorial, the way in which community leaders became involved in 
the decision to create a design competition, the creation of the Design Management 
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Committee and jury, the selection of finalists, and the construction of the memorial. Each 
of these phases helps illustrate the complexity of the project, and provides evidence of the 
Memorial Committee's continual emphasis on public involvement. By outlining the basic 
narrative behind the memorial's construction, this chapter provides the background 
necessary to understand the major themes of discussion embedded in the project. 
The third chapter of this thesis examines the three debates central to the 
Memorial's planning and construction. The debate over whether or not it was appropriate 
to commemorate the liberators was the most controversial and took place earliest in the 
Memorial's history. The second debate surrounded the reasons to have a memorial in 
Boston, and more specifically along the Freedom Trail. This was an ongoing discussion 
with the community that continued throughout the Memorial planning process. The third 
debate considered which victims should be memorialized--the Jewish victims alone or all 
victims of Nazi persecution. This was also an ongoing conversation, but it attracted the 
highest level of public attention following publication of the design finalists. Each of the 
debates that took place in Boston illustrates the problems inherent in commemorating the 
Holocaust internationally. In addition, the complexity of Boston's memorial project 
provides evidence of the unique relationship between contemporary American culture 
and Holocaust commemoration.   
The study concludes with an analysis of the memorial following construction. 
This conclusion looks at the ways in which the Boston community used the New England 
Holocaust Memorial between 1995 and 2005. In addition, it examines other 
commemorative projects that have been inspired by the NEHM. It also presents an 
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overview of the New England Holocaust Memorial in the context of other Holocaust 
memorial sites in the United States, further illustrating the significance of the process 
behind the NEHM. Once this analysis is complete, this study will have detailed the New 
England Holocaust Memorial's history, and thereby contribute to existing scholarship on 
Holocaust commemoration in the United States. In addition, it will illustrate the 
importance of discussion as a form of commemoration through the examination of the 
three debates central to this, and other, Holocaust commemoration projects.  
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CHAPTER ONE: COLLECTIVE MEMORY AND HOLOCAUST 
COMMEMORATION 
 
In a short commentary available to those attending an open forum at Harvard's 
School of Design, Alex Krieger, design professor and member of the NEHMC, addressed 
the challenges inherent in a memorial to the Holocaust. "How can the staggering reality 
of the Holocaust be represented?" he asked, and "How can we gain a public perspective 
on what seems unfathomable?"6 Holocaust memorials offer the opportunity for reflection 
and mourning while serving as a striking reminder of these events. The New England 
Holocaust Memorial in Boston is no exception. In order to understand the history of the 
memorial, and conversations that took place prior to construction, it is first important to 
understand the process of collective memory and the relationship between the United 
States and the Holocaust that framed the debates central to the project. 
Collective Memory  
 
Current understanding of collective memory is due in large part to the work of the 
French sociologist Maurice Halbwachs. In order to understand Halbwachs' theory, it is 
important to understand his background.7 Halbwachs was raised in Paris where he was 
allowed great educational opportunities. While enrolled in Lycée Henri IV, Halbwachs 
had the opportunity to study under philosopher Henri Bergson. As noted by Louis A. 
Coser, responsible for translating much of Halbwachs' work, "Even though he later 
changed from philosophy to the study of sociology, his encounter with Bergson was to 
                                                
6 Alex Krieger, "Addressing the Ineffable," Holocaust Memorial Design Competition, RFC. 
7  Biographical information taken from Louis A. Coser,  "Introduction" in On Collective Memory 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992). 
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mark him throughout his life [...]."8 Eventually, Halbwachs came to the field of sociology 
where he was greatly influenced by Émile Durkheim. Coser explains that it was a 
combination of Bergsonian individualism and Durkheimian collectivism that came to 
shape Halbwachs views on society.9  Halbwachs researched several topics throughout his 
life, but focused much of his scholarship on memory and suicide. In addition, he was an 
advocate of interdisciplinary study and worked closely with historians in the Annales 
school. That said, although Halbwachs was intimately involved in the Annales school as 
an editor for Annales d'histoire économique et social, he was often critical of the 
historical profession and "[...] continued to criticize historians for emphasizing 
description rather than explanation and for being unable to cope with problems of historic 
causation."10 Despite Halbwachs' reservations, his works have had a great impact on the 
field of history. 
Of the many topics Halbwachs addressed, his theories of memory were the most 
influential. Halbwachs proposed that collective groups dictate memory rather than the 
individual, as had been suggested by Bergson and Freud.11 Halbwachs stated that 
memory can function only when within a group.12 In addition, Halbwachs argued that 
memories are not only dependent on one's immediate group, but also on one's greater 
society. Thus, individuals are both influenced by their friends and family structures, as 
                                                
8 Coser, "Introduction," 3. 
9 Coser, "Introduction," 6. 
10 Coser, "Introduction," 11. 
11 Kerwin Lee Klein, "On the Emergence of Memory in Historical Discourse," Representations 
69 (Winter, 2000): 127. 
12 Halbwach's text, Les cadres sociaux de la mémoire, revolutionized scholarship regarding 
collective memory. This study uses a collection of Halbwach's work entitled On Collective 
Memory, which was edited and translated by Lewis A. Coser.  
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well as their identity as a member of a specific social group. It is this view that led 
Halbwachs to write that there are as many different memories as there are different 
groups. Halbwachs also wrote that memories are shaped over time. He stated that each 
time a memory is evoked it begins to alter; thus they are not simply recalled, but 
reconstructed. It is within this reconstruction process that Halbwachs argued that 
presentist concerns influence memories of past experiences. Thus, the seemingly private 
reflections of an individual viewing the Holocaust memorial would be influenced by his 
or her societal group as well as the time in which the individual lived. Although 
Halbwachs' thesis had a great impact on the historical profession, Halbwachs felt history 
was immune to his theory. He felt that if one removed the social layers of individual 
memories, an authentic history would remain. Throughout his lifetime he continued to 
separate history from his ideas of collective memory, stating that collective memory and 
history were two separate ways of understanding the past.13 
Historian Pierre Nora has further explored the relationship between history and 
memory. Like Halbwachs, Nora too saw history and memory as standing in opposition. 
Unlike Halbwachs, however, Nora viewed history as a reconstruction, and memory as a 
representation: "History [...] is the reconstruction, always problematic and incomplete, of 
what is no longer. Memory is a perpetually actual phenomenon, a bond tying us to the 
eternal present; history a representation of the past."14 In addition, while Halbwachs 
argued that memories are plural and belong to both the collective and the individual, 
                                                
13 Halbwachs, 188. 
14 Pierre Nora, "Between Memory and History: Les Lieux de Mémoire," Representations 26 
(Spring 1989): 8. 
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Nora claimed that history "belongs to everyone and to no one,"15 further establishing the 
relationship between history and memory. In his essay "Between Memory and History: 
Les Lieux de Memoire," Nora addresses the field of French historiography. Nora states: 
"Perhaps the most tangible sign of the split between history and memory has been the 
emergence of a history of history, the awakening, quite recent in France, of a 
historiographical consciousness."16 Nora continues to explain that through the 
examination of historical texts, it is possible to view the way in which history has become 
a reflection of collective memory. He states that 'true' memory, which he sets apart from 
collective memory, rarely exists, if at all. Instead, popular conceptions of memory are 
actually more accurately described as history: "What we call memory is in fact the 
gigantic and breathtaking storehouse of a material stock of what it would be impossible 
for us to remember, an unlimited repertoire of what might need to be recalled."17  
Although Nora's work begins to bridge the gap between ideas of memory and history, he 
limits the connection by stating that that 'true' memory is separate. 
The relationship between history and memory has changed significantly following 
Nora's publication. As stated by historian Patrick Hutton, "Today's historians of memory, 
by contrast, are engaged in a different kind of dialogue with the past. They are more 
suspicious of the distortions of memory, and they are watchful of the transference of their 
own memories onto the histories that they will write."18 This transition is due in large part 
                                                
15 Nora, 9. 
16 Nora, 9. 
17 Nora, 13. 
18 Patrick Hutton, "Recent Scholarship on Memory and History," The History Teacher 33, no. 4 
(August 2000): 535. 
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to Hutton's own text History as an Art of Memory, as well as further inquiry into the field 
of historiography. Through this examination of the historical profession, many historians 
are now conscious of the fact that their writing is influenced by their memory. 
Halbwachs view of memory as collective, and Nora's link between history and 
memory are important to consider when thinking about the New England Holocaust 
Memorial. For members of the New England Holocaust Memorial Committee, the aim 
was to build a memorial that would be accessible to all who walked by while also 
presenting an authentic depiction of the Holocaust. In addition, members of the 
committee understood that memorialization, like memory, is a collective process and it 
was this awareness that led the committee to engage in such a public memorial project.  
Memory and National Identity 
 
 Halbwachs' idea of collective memory has not only been altered in order to 
understand the relationship between memory and history; historians have also used his 
theory to examine the relationship between memory and national identity. Because 
collective memory is shaped by a person's social context, historians such as Eric 
Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger argue that public memory can be manipulated to serve a 
specific social purpose.19 Through the creation of rituals, traditions, and physical 
manifestations of memory, society is able to shape the way events are remembered. As 
stated by Hutton, "Commemoration is a calculated strategy for stabilizing collective 
memories that are otherwise protean and provisional. In this respect, it draws upon the 
ancient art of memory. In its monuments and shrines, it locates memorable places on the 
                                                
19 Hutton, "Recent Scholarship...".  
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landscape of memory."20 Thus, when examining various forms of commemoration, it is 
important to examine the social context surrounding them, including the political climate. 
To this end, scholars such as Henry Rousso, Bill Niven, Jonathan Huener, and Peter 
Novick have written about collective memory in specific national contexts. Through their 
works, it is possible to gain a better understanding of the relationship between memorial 
projects and national identity. 
 Henry Rousso's text Le Syndrome de Vichy was first published in 1987. In his 
work Rousso examines the complicated past of Vichy France with respect to what he 
calls the "Vichy syndrome."21  For decades following the end of the Second World War, 
citizens of France had constructed a history in which only a 'handful' of its citizens were 
compliant with the invading Nazi force.22 Rather than focus on areas of complacency, 
France instead chose to highlight its resistance. Rousso argues that over time, citizens in 
France allowed themselves to forget their compliance. To this he states that forgetting is 
in fact "an integral part of any construction of memory."23 Rousso explains that citizens 
of Vichy went through four phases: unfinished mourning, the phase immediately 
following the war and lasting until the 1950s during which people fought to be rid of the 
'stigma of the war;' repression, occurring between 1954 and 1971 when pardons were 
granted and Vichyites attempted to rebuild and return to normalcy; "broken mirror," the 
third phase following several significant events in France (such as the death of General de 
                                                
20 Hutton, 537. 
21 For the purpose of this paper, all references to Rousso's Le Syndrome de Vichy have been taken 
from the 1996 edition, Vichy: An Ever-Present Past that refers to the original text.  
22 Eric Conan and Henry Rousso, Vichy: An Ever-Present Past (Hanover, NH: University Press of 
New England, 1996), 1. 
23 Conan and Rousso, 4. 
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Gaulle) which led to a general period of questioning by the younger generations; and 
"memory of the Dark Years," the final period of the Vichy syndrome in which people 
began to focus on Vichy's antisemitic history.24 Although Rousso focused on a specific 
historical event, his text introduced several concepts that have the ability to clarify other 
such instances of national collective memory. In addition, Rousso's text also aids in 
understanding different phases of memory.25 
A second perspective on national remembrance is that of historian Bill Niven who 
focuses his analysis on the legacy of the Third Reich in Germany. In his book Facing the 
Nazi Past: United Germany and the Legacy of the Third Reich he discusses the ways in 
which Germany's ability to 'master its past' was stalled during division: “As long as 
Germany was divided, guilt for National Socialism could be passed back and forth over 
the German-German border.”26 In his text, Niven explains that East and West Germany 
had attempted to confront their common past in vastly different ways, largely due to the 
influence of the Cold War. Included among his discussion of the various methods of 
handling the past are descriptions of different memorial sites. He juxtaposes East German 
and West German sites to offer insight into the way in which each can be considered 
political, but serve opposing political functions.27 Following descriptions of East and 
West German attempts to resolve issues of the past, Niven describes the methods 
                                                
24 Conan and Rousso, 5-11. 
25 For more on commemoration in France see also, Peter Carrier, Holocaust Monuments and 
National Memory Cultures in France and Germany since 1989: the Origins and Political 
Function of the Vél' d'Hiv' in Paris and the Holocaust Monument in Berlin, (New York: 
Berghahn Books, 2005). 
26 Bill Niven, Facing the Nazi Past: United Germany and the Legacy of the Third Reich, (New 
York: Routledge, 2002), 2. 
27Niven, 10-40. 
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employed by a now unified Germany. Like Rousso's description of Vichy, Niven's 
portrayal of Germany helps to further understanding of collective memory in the national 
context. 
Niven's contribution to understanding the NEHM comes from his ability to 
explain the challenges inherent in combining conflicting narratives. Following 
reunification, citizens of East and West Germany have struggled to form a single account 
of their past experience. In this sense, Germany's national collective memory remains 
largely unresolved. The survivor community in the United States is similar in that it is 
made up of people from across Europe who experienced the Nazi years and their 
liberation in many different and often contradictory ways. This created a challenge when 
the Boston community came together in an attempt to form a collective view of the 
Holocaust. 
A third historian, Jonathan Huener, focuses on Poland's struggle to master its 
past.28 Using the history of Auschwitz as a site of commemoration, Huener examines the 
transformation of the site over time to illustrate the political motives behind 
commemoration at Auschwitz. His work is especially beneficial in understanding the 
ways in which changing political currents have the ability to impact both commemorative 
practices and memorial structures. Through his text it is possible to view the challenges 
Polish citizens have faced in coming to terms with their past, and the ways in which their 
understanding of past events has been manipulated to reflect the political needs of the 
time. In short, Huener's text highlights the ways in which contemporary politics often 
                                                
28 Jonathan Huener, Auschwitz, Poland, and the Politics of Commemoration, 1945-1979, (Athens: 
Ohio University Press, 2004). 
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influence memories of the past. For the NEHM, this meant incorporating American 
democratic values in the memorial project, most notably the protection of freedom and 
human rights.29   
American Holocaust Commemoration  
 
Although it is important to examine memorialization in France, Germany, and 
Poland in order to understand the challenge of Holocaust commemoration internationally, 
it is also important to recognize that the NEHM project did take place in the United 
States, and was therefore driven in part by American national identity. James Young has 
written on Holocaust memory in American society, and highlights the fact that American 
memorials are unique because of their location outside of Europe. Unlike memorial sites 
in Europe, American memorials are neither cemeteries nor sites of destruction, but rather 
structures assembled for the purpose of commemoration.30 Thus, American Holocaust 
memorials must bridge the gap between European events and the American landscape on 
which they are placed.31  
Although American collective memory of the Holocaust did not undergo a 
complete transformation, like that of France as described by Rousso, America's focus on 
the Holocaust has occurred in stages. Unlike most historical events, discussion 
                                                
29 Design Management Committee, "The Design Challenge," Design Competition Program, II, 
RFC. 
30 Young, The Texture of Memory, 170. 
31 For more on Holocaust Commemoration in the United States, see also Michael Berenbaum, 
The World Must Know: The History of the Holocaust as Told in the United States Holocaust 
Memorial Museum (Boston: Brown, 1993); David Chidester and Edward T. Linenthal, eds., 
American Sacred Space (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1995); and Samuel C. Heilman, 
Portrait of American Jews: The Last Half of the Twentieth Century (Seattle: University of 
Washington Press, 1995). 
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surrounding the Holocaust has increased with the passage of time. In part due to an 
inability to understand the events that took place during the Nazi era, between 1945 and 
the 1960s the Holocaust was rarely discussed. The 1961 publication of Raul Hilberg's 
The Destruction of the European Jews is credited with sparking American interest in the 
Holocaust. In addition, during the 1960s many Holocaust survivors began to share their 
testimonies. Another period of "awakening," as described by Jeremy Varon, occurred in 
the 1990s.32 The 1990s were important because they marked several fiftieth-year 
anniversaries, thus prompting a series of commemorative events. The NEHM was 
constructed during this period. 
Attempts to connect the Holocaust to American history and national identity are 
critiqued in Peter Novick's The Holocaust in American Life. In his text, Novick examines 
how Americans commemorate the Holocaust and explains America's 'Holocaust 
consciousness,' that is, the unique process by which the Holocaust has entered, and 
remained a part of, American consciousness. 33 Novick writes of this facination with 
skepticism: "The skepticism, which engaged me as a Jew and as an American, had to do 
with whether the prominent role the Holocaust has come to play in both American Jewish 
and general American discourse is as desirable a development as most people seem to 
think it is."34 Despite the importance of the Holocaust in American consciousness, many 
Bostonians shared Novick's skepticism, and the NEHMC had to work to convince them 
that a memorial to the Holocaust belonged in their city. 
                                                
32 Jeremy Varon, "Probing the Limits of the Politics of Representation," New German Critique, 
72 (Autumn 1997): 84. 
33 Peter Novick, The Holocaust in American Life (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1999), 2. 
34 Novick, 1. 
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Each of the scholars examined above lend insight into the complex history behind 
the NEHM. Halbwachs, Nora, and Hutton underline the challenges of collective memory; 
Ruosso, Niven, and Huener analyze the challenge of Holocaust commemoration in 
specific national contexts, and Young and Novick highlight the challenges of American 
Holocaust commemoration. In addition, Young's 1993 book The Texture of Memory 
offers a section on the Boston memorial. In his chapter "Memory and the Politics of 
Identity: Boston and Washington, D.C.," Young begins to outline the creative process 
behind the New England Holocaust Memorial. As an advisor to the Memorial 
Committee, Young had an intimate understanding of the proceedings that took place 
during the early stages of the memorial project. His section ends prior to construction 
however, for it was not until 1995 that the structure was finished. Using documents 
carefully collected by Steven Dickerman and Ruth Fein, two dedicated members of the 
memorial committee, along with Young's text, media reports and oral interviews, this 
study expands on Young's research by offering an original account of the New England 
Holocaust Memorial.  
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CHAPTER TWO: THE NEW ENGLAND HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL 
 
On 22 October 1995 the New England Holocaust Memorial was dedicated in 
Boston, Massachusetts. Elie Wiesel, Holocaust survivor and noted author, was present at 
the ceremony to give the dedication address. In his address Wiesel asked the audience to 
pause and reflect on the meaning of the six glass towers that make up the NEHM, after 
which he shared his own vision: "They evoke an era of incommensurate darkness, an era 
in history when civilization lost its humanity and humanity its soul."35 He then 
encouraged members of the audience to close their eyes and visualize "what will forever 
remain invisible. A place where death usurped the attributes of God Almighty. A place 
where an ancient people, with ancient memories of justice and redemption, was doomed 
by rulers of a highly educated society in Germany to abject humiliation and death."36 The 
aim of the New England Holocaust Memorial was to provide a marker for that invisible 
place, to create a space in which people could gather in remembrance. The Memorial's 
construction was the culmination of over ten years of planning, in which the memorial 
project went through several phases. Throughout the process, the New England 
Holocaust Memorial Committee sought to involve members of the public. Through their 
creation of a public memorial-building project, the act of remembrance was able to begin 
prior to the memorial's construction. Although the success of the memorial-building 
project is physically apparent when one views the completed memorial, it is equally 
important to recognize the unseen success of the memorial-building process. 
                                                
35 Elie Wiesel, "Remarks," [keynote address], New England Holocaust Memorial Dedication 
Ceremony, 22 October 1995, Boston, MA, RFC. 
36 Ibid. 
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 The history of the New England Holocaust memorial project is complex, and 
easiest understood when divided into five individual phases. In the first phase, Stephan 
Ross, the man inspired to create the Boston Memorial, began to assemble publicly a 
group of individuals willing to support his vision; in addition, Ross acquired the land 
necessary to support the future memorial. The second phase, unlike the majority of the 
project, did not take place in the public sphere. In this phase, Ross generated a greater 
level of support and formed specific memorial committees. Throughout this period, the 
vision for the memorial began to shift away from Ross's initial view of a liberators' 
monument in favor of a more general memorial to the Holocaust. In addition, those 
involved in the memorial initiative made the decision to host an open competition. The 
third phase is marked by the development of the Design Management Committee. In this 
period, members of the DMC formed the vision for the memorial and began the open 
competition. In the fourth phase, members of the jury selected seven finalists and 
displayed the designs publicly to solicit responses. Finally, in the fifth phase, the 
memorial jury selected a design and the memorial was constructed in Boston. Throughout 
the project, those involved in the memorial were constantly engaging the public, thus 
creating a greater level of support, and providing insight into the power of 
communication as a means of commemoration. 
Phase One 
 
 Stephan Ross was responsible for the initial vision behind the memorial. As a 
Holocaust survivor liberated from Dachau by American troops in 1945, Ross sought to 
commemorate the liberators in Boston, where he had settled following World War II. 
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Ross immigrated to the United States in 1948 at the age of sixteen. After earning three 
college degrees, Ross moved to Boston and began working for the city. As a city 
employee aiding inner-city youth and their families, Ross made several important 
contacts with influential members of the community. These contacts helped make his 
desire for a Holocaust memorial a possibility, and of those Ross involved in the project 
one of the most significant was Ray Flynn.37  
 Ross and Flynn met while working in Dorchester, Massachusetts. During his time 
in Dorchester, Ross often worked with Irish-American youth. As part of his work with 
these young people, Ross would share his liberation experience. Flynn learned of Ross' 
background as well as Ross' desire to erect a Holocaust Memorial in Boston through 
these testimonials. As explained by Stephen Dickerman, executive director of the New 
England Holocaust Memorial, Ross would often passionately share both his story and his 
vision for a memorial while reaching out to community members for support.38 Ross' aim 
was to memorialize the loss of his family as well as the six million Jewish victims, and 
above all, Ross hoped to commemorate the soldiers that aided with liberation.  
In 1984, Ray Flynn was elected mayor of Boston, and while in office arranged a 
meeting between Steve Ross and Steve Coyle, then director of the Boston 
Redevelopment Authority (BRA). It was through this connection that Ross selected the 
                                                
37 Biographical information taken from New England Holocaust Memorial Committee, 
"Memorial Leadership," Friends of the New England Holocaust Memorial, 
http://www.nehm.org/friends/leadershipmore.html [accessed 10 February 2008]; and Stephen 
Dickerman, telephone interview by author, Boston, MA and Burlington, VT, 13 February 2008; 
and Ruth Fein, telephone interview by author, Boston, MA and Burlington, VT, 12 February 
2008.  
38 Dickerman, phone interview. 
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site of the future memorial.39 The selection of the site was a major turning point in the 
process. As stated by Stephen Dickerman, "The site's being designated gave the whole 
project significance beyond Steve's individual and inspiring story...  This thing could be 
important because it was an important site, not just because it was a slip of paper in 
Steve's pocket."40 Thus, it was with the donation of the memorial site that the project 
gained legitimacy.  
 With the location secured, Ross began to acquire further contacts. As explained 
by Ruth Fein, founding president of the Memorial initiative, Ross "collected" various 
people.41 Because Ross placed such great emphasis on his own liberation experience, he 
was most interested in involving individuals who had participated in the liberation, and 
the connections he forged were often with political officials. Among the relationships 
Ross made during the early years of the memorial project, his connection with William 
Carmen, a veteran of the Second World War, and Israel Arbeiter, President of the 
American Association of Jewish Holocaust survivors of the Greater Boston area, proved 
significant and continued throughout the project. The acquisition of land and creation of a 
support base helped shape the future of the New England Holocaust Memorial.  
Phase Two 
 
In the second phase of the memorial project, Ross and his supporters sought to 
widen their support base and decided to host an open competition to find a memorial 
                                                
39 As the city's planning agency, the BRA controls real estate in Boston and was thus able to offer 
a site to Stephan Ross. 
40 Dickerman, phone interview. 
41 Ruth Fein, interview by author, Boston, MA, 12 October 2007. 
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design. Unlike all other phases of the memorial project, the second phase took place away 
from public attention. The period of relative silence was necessary both to gain support 
for the memorial and to separate the project from the debate spurred by the proposed 
liberators' monument. Ross' liberation experience had been the initial inspiration for the 
memorial. He had hoped to create a memorial that would reflect this experience, and he 
had shared this desire with many of the individuals that he had recruited. What later 
became known as the NEHM was called during this early period the Liberators' 
Monument, and the group that later made up the NEHMC was titled Freedom Memorial 
Inc. Although Ross and his supporters, were in favor of a liberators' memorial, many 
individuals in Boston's Jewish community voiced strong opposition to this vision. The 
debate over the appropriateness of a memorial to Holocaust liberators continued 
throughout the process and will be discussed more fully in the following chapter. 
Like in the initial phase of the project, in the second phase Ross continued to 
make important contacts in the community. The first of these was his partnership with 
Stephen Dickerman. Ross's connection with Dickerman came through William Carmen, 
who had worked with Dickerman in Newton, Massachusetts. Once involved, Dickerman 
began speaking with Ruth Fein, past leader of the Combined Jewish Philanthropies and 
the Jewish Community Relations Council of Greater Boston; Alex Krieger, a Professor at 
Harvard University's Graduate School of Design; and Maurice Finegold, a prominent 
preservation architect. Each newly-acquired supporter brought important local 
connections and valuable intellectual insight to the project. In addition, such contacts 
helped widen the memorial's support base. Ross had succeeded in attracting war veterans 
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to the project, but in order for the memorial to be successful he needed a broader range of 
cooperation. With a renewed sense of support, plans for the memorial project began to 
take shape, and the Committee recruited additional leaders from the Boston community. 
 Ruth Fein not only encouraged Stephen Dickerman to involve specific individuals 
who would support the project politically and financially over time, but also to involve 
general members of the Boston community in the project as well. Dickerman and Fein 
aimed to involve a greater number of community members in the memorial process by 
encouraging open communication about the project through media sources, and through 
discussions with community members at various stages throughout the memorial-
building project. As stated by Ruth Fein, "The first thing that had to happen was to go 
beyond the limited number of supporters he had... and to make it [the discussion of the 
Memorial] a part of the mainstream."42 With this aim in mind, Dickerman, Finegold, 
Krieger, and Fein began to develop plans for the memorial. 
One of the initial choices, made at the insistence of Alex Krieger, was to host an 
open competition to find a designer for the memorial. On 19 November 1989, at a 
gathering to gain financial support for the memorial, Krieger stated, "I have strongly 
advocated that we find our final design through an open competition process."43 He 
explained that design competitions have been an important part of many public art 
projects throughout the country including the Lincoln, Washington, and Jefferson 
memorials. In addition, he cited the Vietnam Veterans' Memorial. "How thrilling," he 
                                                
42 Ruth Fein, phone interview. 
43 Alex Krieger, "Remarks," [keynote address] New England Holocaust Memorial Committee 
Founders' Dinner, 29 November 1989, Boston, MA., RFC. 
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said, "it was that a twenty-two year old student of Chinese ancestry would be inspired 
over two thousand other competitors to create such a moving and fitting symbol for our 
mixed and melancholy attitudes towards that war."44 Like the Vietnam Veterans' 
Memorial, the New England Holocaust Memorial was viewed as inherently complex by 
members of the Holocaust Memorial Committee. Krieger's use of Maya Lin's winning 
design was meant to display the way in which open competitions allowed all people to 
become involved thereby attracting the most powerful responses. 45 He continued by 
stating that, "Design competitions allow us to preview whose hands God will direct in 
such an endeavor to remember and commemorate."46 Throughout the process, Krieger 
continued to insist that the Committee host a competition, and his decision came to 
influence strongly the direction of the memorial project, despite later opposition. 
A second decision that would alter the course of the memorial project was to take 
an official stance in favor of a memorial to the Holocaust rather than a monument to the 
liberators. Following the debate spurred by Ross's initial vision, it was clear to many of 
those involved in the project that in order to gain support from the local community the 
focus needed to shift. To mark the transition, members of the memorial effort held a 
meeting at Newton City Hall in which they voted to rename the project from the 
Liberators' Memorial to the New England Holocaust Memorial.47 At this meeting they 
also presented their statement on redefining goals written on 10 July 1989. In this 
statement, members of the Committee affirmed their commitment to "develop and 
                                                
44 Ibid. 
45 Dickerman, phone interview. 
46 Krieger, "Remarks." 
47 Dickerman, phone interview. 
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construct a memorial to the Holocaust."48 Another statement presented at the meeting 
declared, "First and foremost, the project must focus on the victims of the Holocaust and 
establishing an appropriate memorial to them."49 Not only did the Committee redefine its 
memorial vision, but it also officially changed its name from Freedom Memorial, Inc. to 
the New England Holocaust Memorial Committee. As stated in the New England 
Holocaust Memorial Committee Statement of Purpose, "The Committee then decided to 
change its name to more accurately reflect our mission and expanded organizational 
structure [...]"50 Through each of these changes the NEHMC hoped to move the project 
further from the liberators debate that had been so divisive among members of the Jewish 
community in Boston.  
Together, Fein, Dickerman, Finegold, and Krieger joined the group Steve Ross 
had previously assembled and began meeting as the New England Holocaust Memorial 
Executive Committee. As stated at the Memorial's dedication, the purpose of the 
committee was, "[...] to foster memory of and reflection on one of the great tragedies of 
our time by building a monument to the Holocaust (Shoah) at a prominent downtown 
Boston site [...]."51 Although the New England Holocaust Memorial Committee was 
responsible for oversight of the entire project, it was only one of many committees 
formed during the process.  
                                                
48 New England Holocaust Memorial Committee, "Statement on Redefining Goals," 10 July 
1989, RFC. 
49 New England Holocaust Memorial Committee, "Standards of Development," part of the 
"Statement on Redefining Goals," 10 July1989, RFC. 
50 William Carmen, "New England Holocaust Memorial Committee (Organized as Freedom 
Memorial, Inc.) Statement of Purpose," 10 July 1989, RFC. 
51 New England Holocaust Memorial Committee, "Purpose of the Design Management 
Committee," New England Holocaust Memorial Dedication Program, RFC. 
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Phase Three 
 
 The third phase of the memorial's building project was marked by the creation of 
the Design Management Committee (DMC). On 15 March 1990, the DMC met for the 
first time. Like the NEHMC, the DMC was made up of specific individuals chosen on the 
basis of their ability to have a positive impact on the project. Among members of the 
DMC was James Young, Professor of English at the University of Massachusetts 
Amherst and author of The Texture of Memory. At the first meeting, Young encouraged 
careful documentation of the memorial-building project, stating that the process itself was 
important, and that the "pre-history" should be recorded as part of the memorial.52 In 
addition, Young spoke of the "memory-work" in which the committee was engaged; that 
is, the process of connecting with the past. In this sense, Young was linking the act of 
memory to history, and helping the other members of the committee understand the 
importance of memorials to the act of remembrance.53 
 Not only did the DMC believe the memorial could serve as an important reminder 
of the Holocaust; they were also dedicated to allowing the memorial process itself to be a 
part of remembrance. From the early stages, members of the DMC were committed to 
involving the community in the planning process. A large and often contested part of this 
vision involved the decision to create a two-stage open process in order to select a 
memorial design. The choice to host an open memorial competition had been decided 
prior to the establishment of the committee, yet the committee often approached this 
                                                
52 James Young, Design Management Committee Meeting Minutes, 15 March 1990, 1. SDC. 
53 Fein, phone interview. Fein stated it was due in large part to the Young's request, as well as the 
insistence of other committee members, that the memorial process was so carefully documented 
and preserved. 
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choice with reservation, in large part because of the recommendation by Patricia Fuller. 
Fuller, an art consultant hired to aid the committee, urged that the competition take place 
only on the basis of personal invitation. Those in favor of her position felt an open 
competition would not attract the best artists and that it would be too long and difficult a 
process.54  
Ultimately, however, the committee was motivated by the overwhelming success 
of the Vietnam Veteran's Memorial in Washington D.C. Members of the DMC 
recognized the power of Maya Lin's "inspired vision" and hoped they too would discover 
an architect, and design, that may otherwise have gone unnoticed.55 In addition, members 
of the DMC argued that an open competition was "democratic" and therefore acting "in 
the American tradition."56 Rather than invite a specific group of individuals to compete in 
the competition, the DMC decided it would be open to any person who wished to submit 
a design. Despite the disagreement, Ruth Fein credits Fuller for the success of the 
competition: "We may have had the idea to have an open competition, but it was from her 
that we learned the protocol regarding the requirements and definitions regarding pieces 
of public art."57 Through Fuller's guidance and the dedication of the DMC, the NEHMC 
was able to host a successful competition. 
 Following their decision to host an open competition, the Design Management 
Committee was charged with the responsibility of educating interested architects about 
                                                
54 DMC Meeting Minutes, 27 March 1990. SDC. 
55 Notion of Maya Lin's vision taken from Design Management Committee Meeting Minutes 
from 5 June 1990, statement by Stephen Dickerman. 
56 DMC Meeting Minutes, 27 March 1990, SDC. 
57 Fein, phone interview.  
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the site and the NEHMC's vision in order to inspire an appropriate design. The land 
selected by Stephan Ross during his meeting with Steve Coyle was unique and required a 
thoughtful design that could maximize the space. The location was a narrow strip, 340 
feet by 50 feet, and approximately 17,000 square feet overall.58 Various urban renewal 
projects throughout Boston's history had left the area too narrow to be feasible for a 
building, thus it remained a largely unused space available for the memorial.59 Unlike the 
positive reaction to the site selection felt by members of the NEHMC, Robert Campbell 
of the Boston Globe reported that the site was "no more than a glorified traffic island."60 
In addition to being a unique physical space, it was also a historically significant location. 
As described in the Memorial Competition Program, "The site is along Boston's historic 
Freedom Trail, near Faneuil Hall and the Quincy Market - a location which offers a 
unique opportunity for reflection on the meaning of freedom and oppression and on the 
importance of a society's respect for human rights."61 One of the many objectives of the 
DMC was to relay to those entering the competition the various challenges imposed by 
such a historically and spatially unique space. 
                                                
58 Figures taken from The New England Holocaust Memorial Competition Program, B. III. 
59 The New England Holocaust Memorial Competition Program, Site History D. V. stated, "Since 
most of Boston is built on landfill, this site presents a rare condition: it is part of the original 
Shawmut peninsula, on which the city was founded in 1630. Though a block of buildings appears 
in this location on early city maps, the parcel has changed shape over the years. The area 
supported buildings off and on until the early 1960's when it was included in the 90-acre 
Government Center redevelopment project. New Congress Street was widened and the block was 
razed, narrowed and scraped off. An urban renewal plan from 1964 shows a slim building 
proposed for the location. The project was never realized, and in 1980 the Curley memorial was 
built at the southern end of the site. With this, the space became too small to be feasible for a 
building, and the remainder of the site was landscaped. It remains one of the few green open 
spaces in this part of downtown." 
60 Robert Campbell, "A Matter of Design; Evaluating Boston's Holocaust Memorial," Boston 
Globe 26 November 1995. 
61 New England Holocaust Memorial Committee, "Site Description," Competition Program, RFC. 
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Figure 1: Location of the NEHM in Boston 
 
 The site had been selected prior to the establishment of the DMC, but the 
NEHMC had yet to develop a precise vision for the memorial, or guidelines for the 
architect, and thus left it up to the DMC to establish a statement. At each of the first six 
DMC meetings there was a space on the agenda for discussion regarding the proposed 
vision statement and the competition packet that would be sent to all interested architects. 
It was in such conversations that the DMC frequently discussed whether the memorial 
should represent the Jewish victims of the Holocaust, or present a more inclusive 
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narrative of those who suffered during the Nazi era.62 In addition, there was often conflict 
regarding the level of guidance that should be given to the artists. With the goal of 
attracting a wide range of submissions, DMC members sought to stipulate a few 
guidelines, while at the same time they understood the need to communicate the unique 
nature of this project. Above all, DMC members felt that designers entering the 
competition should be informed about the Holocaust. Not only was this historical 
background important for the purpose of aiding the designers' understanding, therefore 
attracting the most appropriate designs, but it also encouraged competitors to take part in 
an act of remembrance.  
 In addition to outlining the guidelines for the project, the DMC also invited 
members of the community to become involved as well. As stated by Ruth Fein, "The 
best process would be the most public one."63 The public process encouraged a greater 
level of memory-work and allowed community members to take ownership of the 
memorial's vision, thus opening the doors for the beginning of a rigorous fund raising 
campaign. Their invitation for the public to join in shaping the vision of the memorial 
started on 23 April 1990 when DMC members invited Holocaust survivors and their 
families from the greater Boston area to address the committee at a public hearing at 
Boston's city hall.  
 This first of many public hearings served as a means of testing the DMC's 
developing vision statement, and of involving the community of survivors in the process 
of creating guidelines for interested artists. Alex Krieger opened the hearing by 
                                                
62 This discussion will be followed in more detail within the next section of this project. 
63 Fein, phone interview. 
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expressing the need for such a memorial: "This is why we are building this Memorial, to 
feel that collective tremor... for those who were not there... so that we can feel ourselves 
in their place... as Jews and as human beings."64 Krieger's statement is significant because 
it demonstrates the strong emotional reaction Krieger hoped individuals would have to 
the memorial, and also specifically associated the future memorial with the Jewish 
community. Following Krieger's presentation, members of the community were asked to 
share their thoughts regarding the proposed memorial, all of which was recorded for the 
purpose of the Design Competition Program that was intended as a guide for all those 
entering the competition.  
 The Statement of Purpose and Design Competition Program were finalized by 5 
November 1990 when registration for the competition officially opened. The DMC 
advertised the competition in various design magazines, newspapers, and through mass 
mailings. Those interested in submitting designs were asked to contact the DMC in order 
to receive a Competition Program containing submission instructions. In all, the Design 
Competition Program was forty-nine pages long. It opened with an introduction to the 
New England Holocaust Memorial Committee and the project, including a short 
description of the role of the DMC. In addition, it included: the finalized statement of 
purpose; the design challenging and design considerations; a detailed description of the 
site; several site photographs; a written statement regarding the architectural, urban 
design, and historic context of the site; the proposed competition schedule; a description 
of the prizes and awards involved in the competition; the rules of the competition; the 
                                                
64 Meeting Minutes [Public Hearing at City Hall Chambers], 23 April 1990, Boston, MA, SDC. 
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design presentation requirements; as well as an appendix with a resource bibliography, 
survivor testimony (taken from the first public hearing), images of additional public art in 
Boston, and individual and team identification forms.65 Additional documents were also 
sent with the Design Competition Program including official sheets for site plans and 
elevations and cross section drawings, as well as a brochure of the Freedom Trail. The 
extensive nature of the Design Competition Program is indicative of the lengthy 
conversations that took place throughout the memorial's construction, and the DMCs 
desire to prepare, and possibly influence, competitors.  
In the Program, the DMC placed specific emphasis on the restrictions of the 
physical space as well as the request that artists present highly informed memorial 
designs. That is, the DMC sought submissions that displayed knowledge of the Holocaust 
and addressed the challenges inherent in Holocaust commemoration. In one anonymous 
letter to Ruth Fein from an artist who entered the competition, the artist confirmed the 
ability of the competition to inspire remembrance as well.  
 
I was very animated about the competition and talked to many friends and 
family members about it, with the idea that such a process would help me 
get at the subject in a more profound way. I don't know if that happened, 
but it seems that m[y] enthusiasm has generated lots of new 
communication about the Holocaust. The subject is coming up in almost 
every social and family context, and I am more moved and fearful now, 
then when I was in throes of preparing my submission.66 
 
This letter displays the power of an open competition to encourage commemoration. In 
this sense, all those who came in contact with the memorial project were participating in 
                                                
65 Information taken from The New England Holocaust Memorial Competition Program 
66 Anonymous and undated letter addressed to Ruth Fein, RFC. 
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the process of memorialization even prior to the memorial's construction, thereby 
continuing the NEHMCs commitment to a public memorial process. 
 In total, the initial call for artists reached over 1,100 people, of which over 540 
individuals requested application materials. The first phase of the two-part design process 
required artists to submit two 30'' by 40'' panels. Three-dimensional representations were 
not accepted, but contestants were able to submit any photographs of models they had 
produced. In addition, they needed to present a detailed, to scale plan of their proposals 
and were encouraged to present their proposals from various perspectives.67 Although the 
DMC was responsible for setting the guidelines for submissions, they recruited an 
additional group of individuals to act as a jury to evaluate the proposals and select the 
                                                
67 New England Holocaust Memorial Committee, "Presentation Requirements," Competition 
Program, IX. 
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finalists who would move on to the next phase of the design process.68                 
 
Figure 2: Sketch by Design Competitor Stanley Saitowitz 
 
 
 Like the DMC, the jury was comprised of influential community members with 
the ability to bring a greater sense of credibility to the project. As stated by James Young, 
"[...] in appointing a jury, the [Design Management] committee's overriding aim was to 
gather as formidable a group as possible, an authoritative body whose integrity and 
credentials could withstand any storm their final decision might provoke."69 Thus it was 
important that the DMC carefully consider their jury appointments and inform members 
of the jury of the controversial elements of the project. Of the seven jury members, five 
were involved in various forms of public art and the remaining two were a historian and 
                                                
68 The decision to recruit a jury was part of the initial choice to host a design competition, and 
was seen as an essential component of the process. 
69 Young, The Texture of Memory, 326. 
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author.70 Members of the jury included Frank Gehry, noted architect from California; 
Rosemarie Bletter, architectural critic and historian from New York; Henry Friedlander, 
German historian and Holocaust survivor from Maryland; Katy Kline, art historian and 
art critic from Massachusetts; Marshall Berman, political scientist and author from New 
York; Michael Von Valkenburgh, landscape architect from Massachusetts; and Elyn 
Zimmerman, sculptor and environmental artist from New York.71 Due to the two-part 
nature of the process, the jury had two major responsibilities. Their first responsibility 
was to narrow the submissions to a small group of finalists. The initial plan was to 
narrow submissions to three finalists, but following the overwhelming response by 
interested artists, the jury selected seven finalists instead. Once the finalists were selected 
the jury provided feedback, and the NEHMC provided the funding necessary in order for 
designers to develop second stage drawings and a model. The jury's second responsibility 
was to select the final design once the finalists had the opportunity to create models of 
their proposals. 
 In order to display the overwhelming number of responses in the first round, the 
Memorial Committee rented out Boston's Cyclorama, a 23,000 square-foot art venue. Not 
only was such a large space required to accommodate the considerable number of 
proposals, but also two days were needed in which half of the designs were displayed on 
the first, and the remainder were displayed on the second. After deliberating on all of the 
                                                
70 Jury members included an architect, architectural critic, art historian and critic, landscape 
architect, and a sculptor and environmental artist.  
71 New England Holocaust Memorial Competition, "Eligibility," New England Holocaust 
Memorial Competition Program, VIII, RFC. 
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designs, the jury selected seven finalists.72 Finalists for the memorial included a meadow, 
a design with rooms and arches, a set of six glass towers, a proposal involving a set of 
doors, a labyrinth, an echo chamber, and a broken glass star.    
Phase Four 
 
With the selection of seven finalists came the next stage of the memorial process. 
Although the final design selection was the responsibility of the jury, the DMC and 
Holocaust Memorial Committee sought to involve the community once more. In order to 
gauge the public response to the memorial designs, the seven finalists' sketches were 
included in the Jewish Advocate and the Boston Herald. In addition, the images were 
displayed around Boston, including in Boston's South Station. In each instance, members 
of the public were asked to respond to the designs. "We ask you to spend a few minutes," 
the call for responses read, "examining these award-winning Holocaust memorial design 
concepts. Think about the Holocaust, the importance of memory and reflection. Then 
leave your comments here or write us."73 Responses were gathered and summarized by 
Katherine Kane, member of the Executive Committee, and presented to the DMC as well 
as the jury.  
Each of the seven finalists presented significantly different proposals, thus 
demonstrating various interpretations of the Holocaust and evoking different responses. 
"The Meadow Proposal," designed by Nancy Locke and Jan Longwell, suggested that the 
memorial space be turned into an "endless" meadow with a granite walkway three feet 
                                                
72 Initially the jury was asked to select three finalists and designate a small number of designs 
merit winners, but when they could not come to a consensus, seven were chosen. 
73 "New England Holocaust Memorial Design Response Form," RFC. 
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high. Their design sought to replace the "buried meanings of the Holocaust" with "a void, 
a beautiful, empty place." They indicated that, "the life of the grasses suggests 
regeneration and healing–the sustaining power of the Jewish people and culture."74 Public 
responses to their proposal favored the simple design, but felt that it was no different than 
any other park.75 Ultimately the design was deemed too subtle.  
"The Rooms and Arches Proposal," designed by Chung and Chuong Nguyen, 
included a sloping path leading to "a series of room-like spaces with arched brick walls... 
creating a place to grieve for the victims and the loss of their culture to history."76 Like 
the meadow proposal, the rooms and arches design also included manicured grass 
indicating "new hope."77 Although several respondents praised the proposal's ability to 
evoke strong feelings of loss, the resemblance of the design to a tombstone was also seen 
as overly graphic.78  
Stanley Saitowitz's "Glass Towers Proposal" contained six glass towers, which 
would be lit at night. The glass towers were meant to represent, "a city of ice in 
remembrance of the Shoah."79 In addition, the number of towers was significant because 
they were meant to represent the six death camps, six million Jewish victims, and six 
candles of the menorah. This proposal received the greatest level of public responses, 
both positive and negative. In general, negative responses were concerned with the 
                                                
74 Nancy J. Locke and Jan Longwell, "Meadow Design Proposal," RFC. 
75 Patricia Fuller, "Responses to the Designs," [summary of public responses to the seven design 
finalists], 6. RFC. 
76 Chung Nguyen and Chuong Nguyen, "Rooms/Arches Design Proposal," RFC. 
77 Ibid. 
78 Fuller, "Responses to the Designs," 6. 
79 Stanley Saitowitz, "Glass Towers Proposal," RFC. 
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possibility of vandalism, and positive responses stated that Saitowitz's design was the 
most striking and meaningful.80 
 
Figure 3: Stanley Saitowitz Design, Proof One.  
 
"The Doors Proposal," designed by Cissy Schmidt and Matthew Pickner, included 
twenty-four doors, or "a series of choices." Of the twenty-four doors, twenty-three were 
either open or half-closed, and the twenty-fourth door was fully closed. Open doors 
represented liberty, half-closed doors represented prejudice, and the single closed door 
represented the experience of the Holocaust.81  The twenty-fourth door was inscribed 
with, "As they marched to their graves, they recited for each other the Kaddish, the 
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Jewish prayer of mourning."82 Responses to this design reacted negatively to the 
inscription. One respondent stated that, "It gives the impression that a group of adults 
marched to their deaths–which may have happened, but was certainly not the way most 
of the victims were slaughtered."83 This criticism was shared by the jury. 
"The Labyrinth Proposal," designed by Robert Stein and Jerry Wedge, consisted 
of a 300-foot maze made of white marble. Stein and Wedge explained that the 350 
concentration camp names would be inscribed in the marble. The labyrinth was proposed 
as, "a place for children to explore... a memorial marker to the many who were buried in 
unmarked graves."84 In general, responses to the proposal worried that the labyrinth 
might become a place for children to 'play,' and that it appeared to memorialize the camps 
rather than camp victims.85 
"The Echo Chamber Proposal," designed by Hali Jane Weiss, was a "dark 
rectangle" set into the earth and included thirty-six small flames for thirty-six righteous 
gentiles.86 In addition, it included a sound chamber to "resonate in the non-verbal 
chamber of our being."87 Most of the responses to this proposal were positive, but there 
was a general concern that the echo chamber was only effective if viewed closely. This 
concern was shared by members of the jury and ultimately disqualified the entry. 
Finally, "The Glass Star Proposal," designed by Troy West, Anker West, and 
Ginidir Marshall, consisted of a broken glass Star of David split by railroad tracks. The 
                                                
82 Ibid. 
83 Fuller, "Responses to the Designs," 4-5. 
84 Robert J. Stein and Jerry Wedge, "Labyrinth Design Proposal," RFC.   
85 Fuller, "Responses to the Designs," 3. 
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proposal also included symbols representing the death camps and a sculpture "suggesting 
the lion of Judea... holding a book with details of the Holocaust chronology."88 Like the 
glass towers proposal, respondents were concerned that the glass star would be an easy 
target for vandals.89 
Although most of the comments received were in direct reference to one of the 
seven presented designs, in her summary, Kane noted that while few responses from the 
public were hostile, there appeared to be overwhelming support in favor of the memorial. 
In addition, there appeared a clear front-runner: the six glass towers design by California 
architect Stanley Saitowitz. Responses to the design included comments such as, "It is 
aesthetically positive: striking, dramatic for its simplicity. The statement is made: gas, the 
number six, six monoliths rising to the heavens in hope for our future, in memory of the 
past." and "Clear... simple...  holds your attention."90 Ultimately, the jury selected 
Saitowitz's design, stating: "We unanimously recommend that the committee engage 
Stanley Saitowitz to develop and refine this memorial scheme for the site. We strongly 
favored his thoughtful and sophisticated approach to the complex issues of 
memorialization and to this site and the urban context."91  
Phase Five 
 
                                                
88 Troy West, Anker West, and Ginidir Marshall, "Glass Star Proposal," RFC. 
89 Fuller, "Responses to the Designs," 4. 
90 Fuller, "Responses to the Designs," 6. 
91 Although the jury stated that their selection was 'unanimous,' the next chapter explores the 
debate that took place during the jury meeting, New England Holocaust Memorial Committee, 
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The final stage in the process involved construction of the memorial. During this 
phase, the New England Holocaust Memorial Committee continued meeting with 
members of the community in order to engage them in the project. From 27 April through 
29 May 1992, Harvard University's Graduate School of Design hosted "The New 
England Holocaust Memorial Competition," an exhibit displaying several of the final 
designs. The purpose of the exhibit was to provide insight into the process behind the 
memorial. Commentary by James Young was included in the program handed out at the 
exhibit. "Too often," he stated, "a community's monuments assume the polished, finished 
veneer of a death mask, unreflective of current memory, unresponsive to contemporary 
issues."92 He stressed that the purpose of the exhibit was to return to the memorial "some 
memory of its own genesis."93 Through this display, the New England Holocaust 
Memorial continued to invite members of the community into the memorial process94 
The cornerstone laying ceremony on 18 April 1993 was another major public 
event. At this ceremony, a time capsule was buried with the names and memories of 
those who had perished in the Holocaust and were closely related to people in the Boston 
community. This initiative was meant to inspire another level of participation and allow a 
greater sense of public ownership of the memorial space. After lowering the capsule into 
the ground, members of the survivor community gathered to place dirt on top of the 
                                                
92 James Young, "The New England Holocaust Memorial Competition: An American Process," 
New England Holocaust Memorial Competition Program, Harvard School of Design Exhibit, 
Boston, MA., 3, SDC. 
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94 New England Holocaust Memorial Competition Program, Harvard School of Design Exhibit, 
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object. In this sense, these individuals were participating in a personal process of 
memory. 
The memorial was dedicated on 22 October 1995, over two years following the 
cornerstone ceremony. The Boston Globe reported that over 8,000 people attended the 
dedication at City Hall Plaza.95 Elie Wiesel began the ceremony, and in his speech he 
encouraged the community to think about the need for such a memorial, and to consider 
the importance of remembrance. Following Wiesel's presentation, members of the 
community were encouraged to walk through the memorial and to take part in public 
tours throughout the afternoon.  
The history of the New England Holocaust Memorial offers insight into the 
complex process of design competitions, the difficulty of Holocaust commemoration, and 
the challenge of commemorating the Holocaust in the United States. Above all, the New 
England Holocaust Memorial displays the way in which commemoration is not 
dependent on physical structure. Throughout the process, thousands of people came 
together to participate in acts of remembrance. The project involved members of the 
NEHMC, DMC, and jury, as well as design competitors, and members of the public who 
engaged in city hall meetings, responses to the seven design finalists, and the cornerstone 
and dedication ceremonies. The extraordinary effort to include the public is what made 
the New England Holocaust Memorial such an amazing, and at times controversial 
project and it is this controversy that is the subject of the following chapter. 
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Figure 4: New England Holocaust Memorial View 1 
           
Figure 5: New England Holocaust Memorial View 2 
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CHAPTER THREE: THE DEBATES 
 
On 12 May 1993, at a gathering to celebrate the cornerstone-laying ceremony at 
the future site of the New England Holocaust Memorial, Dr. Leonard Fein posed the 
question, "What is it that accounts for the sudden - for so it surely seems - American 
obsession with remembering the Holocaust?"96 Dr. Fein stated that following 
construction of the New England Holocaust Memorial, Boston would join over seventy-
five other U.S. cities host to a Holocaust memorial or museum.97 This recognition came 
prior to a personal admission that, initially, he had neither understood nor supported the 
decision to erect a memorial to the Holocaust at its future site in Boston. "It seemed to 
me," he said, "when it was first announced that a memorial to so somber and sobering an 
event ought be erected out of the way, in a distant and untrafficked glen, where one could 
shed one's tears in private, sit for a bit and puzzle the meaning of the events the memorial 
is meant to call to mind."98 In addition, he did not want to "open the doors to this oh so 
Jewish experience."99 Although Dr. Fein ultimately embraced the memorial project, 
members of the greater Boston community shared his initial reservations. 
The planning and construction of the New England Holocaust Memorial was 
contentious. Although the public memorialization process was greatly successful, at times 
it was also highly controversial. Because the New England Holocaust Memorial 
Committee was dedicated to an open public process and did not attempt to quiet debate, it 
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created a forum for discussion. Through town hall meetings, public displays of memorial 
designs, and questionnaires placed in both the Boston Herald and the Jewish Advocate, 
the NEHMC solicited public reactions to the memorial project. An analysis of these 
public responses and the discussions in NEHMC meetings reveals debates that were 
central to the memorial project. These debates centered on three main issues: 1) to 
commemorate the liberators or not, 2) whether or not the Freedom Trail was an 
appropriate location for the memorial, and 3) if the memorial should represent the six 
million Jewish victims of the Holocaust or victims of Nazi Germany in general. Although 
each of these discussions took place in the context of the New England Holocaust 
Memorial project, they also reflect debates that have occurred on the national and 
international level.  
This chapter is divided into three sections. The first section of the chapter focuses 
on the liberators' debate. It outlines the background behind the debate and the way in 
which it altered plans for the memorial. The second section examines the Freedom Trail 
debate by analyzing public reactions to the memorial's location. The final section assesses 
the victims' debate by explaining the controversy regarding the subject of 
commemoration. By examining these debates the chapter highlights some of the 
complexities behind the creation of the NEHM, and behind Holocaust commemoration in 
general. 
 
The Liberators' Debate 
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 The first of the three debates began early in the memorial-building process and 
generated the greatest level of controversy. From the beginning, Stephan Ross felt that 
commemorating the liberators was essential to the project.100 Because he credited the 
American soldiers at Dachau with his survival, and later emigration to the United States, 
Ross thought it was important to mark their contributions. The impact of the American 
liberators was highlighted in Ross's own liberation story. 
 In 1940, at age nine, Stephan Ross (Szmulek Rozental) was interned with his 
parents and six siblings.101 From 1940 to 1945, Ross moved between ten different camps 
and lost his parents and five of his siblings. Throughout Ross's internment, he was 
tortured and contracted tuberculosis.102 In 1945, at age fourteen, American soldiers 
liberated Ross and his older brother from Dachau.  
 In telling his story Ross highlighted his experience with a group of American 
troops immediately following liberation. While leaving the camp with his brother, Ross 
came across a group of American soldiers. One of the soldiers recognized Ross as a 
survivor and offered him his food rations. In addition to food, the soldier also handed 
Ross a piece of cloth. Ruth Fein explained that, "He describes it as one soldier pulling 
something out of his pocket and giving it to Steve. He kept it, and in his most dramatic 
days when he's telling this story he pulls out that little piece of cloth and it's an American 
                                                
100 Fein, phone interview. 
101 All biographical information on Stephan Ross taken from interviews with Ruth Fein and 
Stephen Dickerman as well as Ross's short biography on the NEHM website, 
http://www.nehm.com/friends/leadershipmore.html [accessed 20 February 2008]. 
102 http://www.nehm.com/friends/leadershipmore.html 
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flag."103 This account was repeated by Stephen Dickerman, who stated that the most 
notable item of Ross' is his small American flag that he still carries, and often uses as a 
prop when he's presenting his story.104 Dickerman explained that Ross's impassioned 
telling has made his story popular with veterans' groups. In addition, Ross was asked to 
participate in a television series that aimed to reconnect him with his liberators. In the 
end, the series was unsuccessful, but it provided another forum through which Ross could 
share his story and his aim of creating a memorial.  
When describing Ross' charismatic retelling of his experience, both Ruth Fein and 
Stephen Dickerman emphasized Ross' young age at the time of liberation.105 Ross had 
survived the Holocaust as a child, thus his understanding of the events that took place, 
including his liberation, are from the perspective of a child survivor. In his book 
Holocaust Testimonies: The Ruins of Memory, Lawrence Langer explores the nature of 
oral Holocaust history. In his findings, he concludes that Holocaust testimony is often, if 
not always, a disrupted narrative, and that one's Holocaust experience is 
compartmentalized and recalled through a process that situates one's memory within the 
past historical moment.106 That is, the memories of a child survivor are shaped by their 
identity at the time of survival. For Ross, a child during liberation, the American soldiers 
represented a sense of security and the return of safety. Thus Langer's findings support 
                                                
103 Fein, phone interview. 
104 Dickerman, phone interview.  
105 When placing Ross's admiration for the American soldiers in context of the debate that took 
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Fein and Dickerman's partial attribution of Ross's continued admiration for the American 
soldiers to his experience as a child at the time of liberation.  
 Not only was Ross dedicated to commemorating the American liberators; those he 
surrounded himself with were also inspired to create such a memorial. During the first 
phase of the project, as Ross gained support for his vision, he was most interested in 
speaking with community members who had participated in the liberation of Holocaust 
survivors. As Ruth Fein observed, "[T]hose [liberators] were the first people Steve went 
to. He looked for American soldiers who had directly liberated camps...."107 Through 
conversations with veterans of World War II Ross began to generate a support base. 
Together with his supporters, Ross spoke of the future 'liberators' memorial' that he 
intended to build in Boston.  
 Ross was also inspired by a memorial constructed in Liberty Park, New Jersey. 
On 30 May 1985, Nathan Rapoport's Liberation was dedicated. Rapoport was most 
widely known for his work on the Warsaw Ghetto Monument, "[...] possibly the most 
widely known, celebrated, and controversial [memorial] of all,"108 and forty years 
following his creation of that monument, Rapoport was commissioned to produce 
Liberation. Like the location of the New England Holocaust Memorial in Boston, the 
location of Rapoport's monument in New Jersey carries great historical significance for 
Americans. Liberty Park is located close to Ellis Island and the Statue of Liberty, both of 
which represent American immigration and have come to symbolize a nation with open 
                                                
107 Fein, phone interview. 
108 James Young, "The Biography of a Memorial Icon: Nathan Rapoport's Warsaw Ghetto 
Monument" Representations, 26 (Spring, 1989): 69.  
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arms.109 Like Ellis Island and the Statue of Liberty, Rapoport''s monument seeks to 
represent strong American ideals and place the Jewish immigration experience in the 
context of American history.110 In The Texture of Memory, James Young describes the 
statue: "[...] a young, solemn-looking GI walks forward, his eyes on the ground, cradling 
- almost pietà-like - a concentration camp victim. With skeletal chest showing through 
shredded prison garb, his arms spread, and his eyes staring vacantly into the sky, the 
victim exemplifies helplessness."111 It was this vision, an image of a strong American 
soldier, that Ross sought to reproduce in Boston. 
 Between 1985 and 1989, Ross used the monument in Liberty Park as an example 
when describing the memorial he sought to build.112 As explained by both Fein and 
Dickerman, Ross carried a newspaper clipping of Rapoport's New Jersey monument with 
him when he spoke with organizations about the memorial. In the same way that Ross 
would often take out his small American flag, he would also unfold a newspaper clipping 
with a picture of the New Jersey monument, "[...] it became a different way of telling his 
story."113 Although the monument inspired Ross, as well as many individuals Ross 
worked with, there was a growing number of individuals in the Boston community who 
were not in favor of reproducing the Rapoport monument, or any memorial that sought to 
commemorate the liberators.  
                                                
109 John Bodnar, "Symbols and Servants: Immigrant America and the Limits of Public History," 
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 Although Ross remembered his liberation experience fondly, others had a much 
different experience. For many Holocaust survivors, liberation was far from pleasant. As 
explained by Michael Marrus in The Holocaust in History, "Liberation was remarkably 
different in east and west."114 Survivors in the east were liberated by Soviet troops while 
survivors in the west were liberated by American, French, and British troops. In addition 
to regional differences, liberation was experienced differently on the individual level as 
well. 115  Therefore, any monument seeking to commemorate the liberators was 
contentious due to diverse and often conflicting liberation narratives. Members of the 
Boston survivor community were also concerned that a memorial to the American 
liberators would ignore those liberated by non-American troops as well as the victims 
who died in the Holocaust.  
American entrance into the Second World War, and the subsequent liberation of 
the concentration camps, also remains controversial. For many Holocaust survivors and 
Holocaust historians, America's entrance into the war appears late, and the altruistic aim 
of saving the Jews has been largely disqualified as an impetus behind American 
involvement in World War II. Many residents of Boston felt that a memorial to the 
American liberators would continue to fuel misperceptions about the war and an 
inordinate emphasis on American heroism, especially considering the memorial's 
placement on the Freedom Trail.  
 Much of the debate regarding whether or not to commemorate the liberators 
occurred in the Boston survivor community. Dickerman remembered that in 1988, just 
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prior to his involvement with the memorial project, the Jewish Advocate published a 
photograph of a fight at a meeting in Brookline, Massachusetts. The confrontation was in 
response to Ross's determination to commemorate the liberators, and involved members 
of Boston's Jewish community. Fein explained that for many members of the survivor 
community, the image in the Jewish Advocate came to represent the NEHM, and for 
those individuals the vision of a controversial memorial was not easily replaced.116 The 
debate was so divisive that the memorial project lost important support and arguably 
struggled to regain it. "The image from that early article," stated Dickerman, "stayed with 
us for years and years because some donors just had a picture of taint, of controversy, it 
really is that fragile when you're building a new idea."117 
 Because the liberators debate was so heated, and because they needed a larger 
support base, members of the NEHMC moved the memorial project away from public 
attention for a "rebuilding period." Dickerman entered the project just following 
publication of the photo, and felt it was important to build support and 'make peace' in the 
survivor community.118 In particular, he understood the importance of creating a positive 
forum for discussion. Once involved, Ruth Fein and Alex Krieger echoed Dickerman's 
concerns. It was not long before Dickerman, Fein, and Krieger, as well as additional 
members of the NEHMC, understood the need to move beyond the idea of a liberators' 
monument. In order to create successfully a memorial to the Holocaust in Boston, the 
committee had to present a more 'acceptable' vision for a memorial. The project had to 
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represent a vision of the Holocaust that members of the Boston community felt 
comfortable standing behind. It was during this period that Krieger suggested the 
committee engage in an open competition to find a memorial design. In addition, 
members of the NEHMC held a meeting at Newton City Hall in which the project title 
'Freedom Memorial, Inc.,' was re-titled the 'New England Holocaust Memorial.119 By 
renaming the memorial project, members of the NEHMC were publicly announcing that 
the vision for the project had changed. Through this official announcement, members of 
the NEHMC sought to regain some of the lost support and move the memorial project 
forward in a positive direction.120 
 Although the NEHMC had made a conscious decision to alter the course of the 
memorial, throughout the process it was evident that members of the community had not 
forgotten the initial vision. On 23 April 1990, the NEHMC held a public hearing at 
Boston's city hall. The purpose of the hearing was to allow the newly-formed Design 
Management Committee (DMC) the opportunity to meet with members of the survivor 
community, and to help the DMC develop a mission statement for the memorial.121 
Although the hearing followed more than a year of relative silence by the NEHMC, the 
conversations that took place were in large part a direct response to the original debate. 
As stated by Jacob Birnbaum, a local survivor, the memorial project must "... not worry 
about soldiers and issues that divide people" but instead must "find common grounds... 
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and avoid controversy."122 This statement reflects the notion that it was more important to 
build a general memorial to the Holocaust than to continue to encourage a memorial so 
divisive that it might never be built. In her minutes of the hearing, Patricia Fuller, 
member of the DMC, noted that Birnbaum was liberated by a Russian soldier, indicating 
that his discontent with the original mission of the project may have been due to his own 
liberation experience. In addition, that Fuller would include such detail suggests that 
members of the DMC were equally cognizant of the debate. In addition to Birnbaum's 
comments, Rabbi Frank Waldorf and Miriam Goldstein Altman also "[...] urged that the 
concept of the American soldier be excluded because it is not representative of the 
totality of the Holocaust experience."123 In addition, they stated, "The six million [Jewish 
victims] were not liberated by anyone."124 Not only did the DMC hear from members of 
the survivor community, but also liberators as well. Rather than fuel the discussion 
however, liberators Lewis Weinstein and Paul Parks emphasized the need for the 
memorial to act as a symbol of further remembrance of those who lost their lives.  
 Following the town hall meeting, the DMC met on 30 April 1990 to discuss the 
public hearing. During this meeting, members of the DMC explained the history of the 
issue and remarked that they were surprised that the question of representing the 
liberators or not was still dominant. In addition, they remarked that their newly revised 
statement of purpose would not only act as a means of conveying their aims to those 
entering the memorial competition, but also "as an expression of consensus to the 
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community."125 The DMC felt it was important to stand together in support of the more 
general memorial vision in order to gain the community's confidence. The DMC also 
agreed that it was important to continue such discussions rather than attempt to silence 
the public.  
The announcement for the design competition circulated in November. Those 
interested in submitting proposals were asked to reply to the invitation in order to receive 
the Design Competition Program containing detailed information regarding the contest. 
Included in the program was the final statement of purpose that emphasized that the 
reason for the memorial was to "[...] grieve for the victims and to mark the loss of their 
culture to history."126 The statement did not give any mention to the experience of the 
liberators. Survivor testimony was also incorporated in the program. Although included 
testimonials did not directly oppose the creation of a monument to the liberators, the 
remarks clearly argued in favor of memorializing the experience of victims and survivors 
of the Holocaust.127 Through the competition program it is possible to view the way in 
which the Design Management Committee sought to encourage artists to submit designs 
that memorialized the general Holocaust experience rather than that of the liberators. 
 Once the jury narrowed the submissions from 540 to seven, the DMC welcomed 
public responses to the design finalists. The discussion of the liberators debate was again 
highlighted in the public comments. In general, respondents to the designs commented on 
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the seven designs directly, but there was a group of responses that expressed concern that 
the liberation experience had disappeared from the designs entirely. In only a few years, 
the NEHMC transitioned from endorsing a memorial that reflected the experience of 
liberation, to endorsing seven memorial designs of which none commemorated the 
liberators.  
 On 27 April 2003 Stephan Ross and supporters of the original liberators' 
memorial project were finally rewarded with the dedication of a small memorial of their 
own. The Liberators' Monument at the New England Holocaust Memorial consists of a 
raised American flag with a spotlight, so that it can fly throughout the night, and a plaque 
that contains two quotations, one from Stephan Ross and one from Dwight D. 
Eisenhower.  
                              
 
Figure 6: Base of the Liberators' Monument 
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Ross' statement reads: "April 29, 1945: Dachau Concentration Camp. I was an emaciated 
fourteen year old boy when an American soldier lifted me into his strong arms. He looked 
into my tired eyes with compassion, shared his food with me and gave me a small 
American flag of freedom."128 The quote from Eisenhower states:  
 
April 12, 1945: Ohrdruf Concentration Camp. The things I saw beggar 
description... The visual evidence and the verbal testimony of starvation, 
cruelty and bestiality were so overwhelming as to leave me a bit sick... I 
made the visit deliberately, in order to be in a position to give first hand 
evidence of these things, if ever, in the future, there develops a tendency to 
charge these allegations merely to propaganda.129 
 
Through Ross's statement, etched as part of the Liberators' Monument, one can view his 
ultimate, if limited success in evoking emotion similar to that of the Rapoport monument 
in Liberty Park. In addition, Eisenhower's statement further connects the American 
liberators with the Holocaust, thereby affirming Ross' original vision, albeit on a much 
smaller scale. The debate was resolved, but its costs were significant, as the project 
suffered from some bad press, a loss of support, and the marginalization of its initiator. 
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Figure 7: Liberators' Monument Statements 
 
The Freedom Trail Debate 
 
The second discussion central to the memorial project involved its location. 
Throughout the 1990s, several fiftieth anniversary celebrations inspired memorial 
projects commemorating the Second World War in the United States and elsewhere. As 
stated by Simon J. Bronner, "With the fiftieth anniversary of the end of the war, a 
milestone has been passed that prompted many institutions to reflect on history." 130 Thus, 
at a time in which Holocaust memorials were created throughout the country, members of 
the NEHMC worked to emphasize the importance of creating a memorial in Boston. 
Their aim was to motivate the city of Boston to stand behind the memorial project. In 
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addition, the selection of the memorial site further complicated the Committee's efforts to 
gain support. Given the proximity of the NEHM to the Freedom Trail, the NEHMC and 
DMC were challenged to bridge both the physical and metaphysical connection between 
the NEHM and its historic location.  
With the help of Steve Coyle, Stephan Ross selected a site adjacent to Boston's 
Freedom Trail for the memorial. Coyle's offer of a site in close proximity to the Freedom 
trail was intentional. Dickerman explained that Coyle had a vision of surrounding the 
Freedom Trail with several monuments, or pieces of public art, that he saw as related, 
albeit indirectly, to the values of the Freedom Trail.131 Due in large part to Coyle's 
mission, several such memorials now surround the Freedom Trail. Dickerman has 
suggested that Coyle understood that the memorial constructed would mostly likely 
represent the Holocaust more broadly rather than commemorate the liberators.132 Thus, it 
was not Ross's vision of a liberator's monument that struck Coyle, but instead the 
opportunity to create a memorial to the Holocaust.133 Through the site selection and the 
support of the BRA the memorial project gained greater credibility.  
 The Freedom Trail was dedicated in 1958 and is made up of 2.5 miles of walking 
trails connecting sixteen historic sites.134  The purpose of the Freedom Trail is to aid in 
understanding the history of the American Revolution. The NEHMC and the DMC 
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understood, as did Coyle, that the American values highlighted in the Freedom Trail 
could transcend events that occurred on American soil. At the dedication of the 
memorial, members of the NEHMC stated that the location "offers a unique opportunity 
for reflection on the meaning of freedom and oppression and on the importance of a 
society's respect for human rights."135 Rather than connect the Holocaust to the events of 
the American Revolution, the NEHMC attempted to link the "lessons" of the Holocaust 
with those of the Revolution.  
Due to the challenges inherent in the location, members of the DMC stressed the 
importance of "understanding the site."136 The site of the memorial had been set and it 
was the responsibility of the DMC to ensure that the memorial design fit its location. 
Members of the NEHMC and the DMC visited the site on many occasions, and 
encouraged those submitting designs to do so if possible. In addition, the DMC 
emphasized that design finalists would be required to visit the site prior to their final 
design submission.137  
For Alex Krieger, member of the DNC and Professor of Urban Design, 
incorporating the memorial site into the overall design was an important component of 
the project.138 During a 20 June 1990 meeting of the DNC, Krieger distributed a draft of 
the possible inscription to be placed at the site of the memorial. Krieger had suggested 
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137 The New England Holocaust Memorial Competition Program. 
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the memorial's location during a Design Management Committee meeting on 5 June 1990. 
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members of the DNC require each submission include a similar notation regarding the 
site of the memorial. His proposed inscription stated: 
Let all who walk this Freedom Trail pause here to reflect on the  
consequences of a world in which freedom and human rights are absent.  
In memory of the six million Jewish people and untold others who were 
systematically exterminated by their oppressors during World War II.139 
 
Following his introduction of the inscription, members of the DMC were given the 
opportunity to comment. Both Halina Nelkin and Ruth Fein stated that Krieger's use of 
the word 'oppressors' was too vague, and needed instead to refer directly to Nazi 
Germany. In addition, Robert Kroin suggested the word 'exterminated' be changed to 
murdered in order to avoid using Nazi 'terminology.'140  
Although members of the DMC focused primarily on the last portion of the 
inscription, the first half is telling. Krieger's description of a 'world in which freedom and 
human rights are absent' is a strongly universal statement. In his statement, Krieger uses 
the term 'world' to indicate a space free of specific geographic boundaries, thereby 
allowing for the connection between the United States and Europe. In addition, his 
suggestion that visitors pause to reflect on the absence of 'freedom and human rights' 
provides no mention of the specific crimes of Nazi Germany. In this way then, the crimes 
of the Holocaust become universal and can point to the need for various American ideals 
such as liberty and freedom.141 The first statement, when read on its own, could be 
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141 The use of universal language is not unique to the NEHM. In order to reflect American 
democratic ideals, many memorials in the United States universalize their subject. As stated by 
James Young, "[...] American memorials seem not to be anchored in history so much as in the 
ideals that generated them in the first place."141 Peter Novick has also critically examined the 
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applied to any memorial depicting tragedy along the Freedom Trail, and thus could fit 
Coyle's greater mission of connecting outside events with the values represented in the 
Freedom Trail.  
In addition to the challenges presented by the site's proximity to the Freedom 
Trail, the area selected was also challenging because of its shape. The location chosen 
was a narrow strip of land that already contained the Curly Memorial, two bronze figures 
of Boston's former mayor James Curley. Thus, one of the tasks of those submitting 
proposals was to establish a distinct starting point for the Holocaust Memorial. The 
location of the land was also challenging because it was across from a series of pubs, 
which raised concern among the DMC regarding the level of noise at the site and the 
heightened possibility that the memorial could become subject to vandalism.142 Design 
competitors were required to address these concerns in a detailed plan of their proposed 
memorial. As part of their plan, they had to indicate clearly the placement of their design 
in context of the full site provided, and designers who did not plan to use the full space 
were required to explain the way in which the remaining space would be used.  
In order to ensure that those submitting proposals understood the complexity of 
the site, much of the New England Holocaust Memorial Competition Program was 
dedicated to describing the memorial's placement. The Program highlighted both the 
physical and historical challenges of the space. In the description of the 'design challenge' 
the Program stated, "It is fitting that this memorial be placed in Boston, in a public space 
                                                                                                                                            
American tendency to universalize lessons of the Holocaust in his text The Holocaust in 
American Life. In particular, he examined the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum and the 
attempt of the Museum supporters to use the Holocaust to reinforce specific American values. 
142 DMC Meeting Minutes, 30 April 1990, SDC. 
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near the Freedom Trail, surrounded by important symbols of political freedom and 
human rights. The committee seeks in this location an opportunity to reflect more deeply 
on the consequences to society when freedom and human rights are denied any people, 
and when silence allows this to happen."143 This statement reflects the DMCs 
encouragement of submissions that place the Holocaust memorial in the context of its 
surroundings. In addition, it refers to the greater Boston area as an appropriate site for the 
memorial project. In all, the DMC dedicated just over half of the Memorial Competition 
Program to a description of the site, including photographs and examples of various 
perspectives from which artists could approach the location.  
 
Figure 8: Images of the Memorial Site Included in the Design Competition Program 
 
  
                                                
143 The New England Holocaust Memorial Committee, "Design Challenge," The New England 
Holocaust Memorial Design Program, A. II, RFC.  
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 The commitment of the DMC to ensuring that the candidates understood the 
memorial's unique location was also evident in the resource bibliography included in the 
Competition Program. As part of the program, the DMC recommended various resources 
to those wishing to submit designs for consideration. The Program stated, "Rather than 
attempt to provide a definitive statement about the Holocaust, the sponsor encourages 
competitors to explore and seek their own understanding of the events in Europe from 
1933 to 1945, using the bibliography as a starting point."144 The bibliography was broken 
into several sections, one of which included information on the 'American Perspective.' 
The titles included emphasize the connection between America and the Holocaust.145 In 
addition, the DMC included Leonard Fein's article "Mourning as Meaning: The 
Holocaust" as part of the section, thus offering insight into the challenge of Holocaust 
commemoration.146   
 Although both the NEHMC and the DMC worked to involve community 
members in the memorial project and to bridge the connection between the Freedom Trail 
and the Holocaust Memorial, for many residents of Boston the link was unclear. In the 
responses to the public call for comments on the seven design finalists, published in the 
Boston Herald and Jewish Advocate, many people took the opportunity to reflect on the 
Freedom Trail as the site of the memorial. One such comment stated, "The Holocaust has 
                                                
144 New England Holocaust Memorial Committee, "Appendix, I. Resource Bibliography," The 
New England Holocaust Memorial Competition Program, RFC.  
145 Titles included: Henry L. Feingold's The Politics of Rescue: The American Press and the 
Coming of the Holocaust, 1933-1945, and Debrah Lipstadt's On Common Ground: The Boston 
Jewish Experience, 1649-1980. 
146 New England Holocaust Memorial Committee, "Bibliography," The New England Holocaust 
Memorial Competition Program, RFC. 
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nothing to do with the American Revolution."147 This statement, and others with similar 
content, suggest that attempts to highlight the connection behind the universal values of 
the Freedom Trail and those inherent in the Holocaust memorial were not entirely 
successful. Instead, members of the Boston community were left wondering about the 
connection between the two.  
 Attempts by the NEHMC to connect the NEHM with American national identity 
and its location along the Freedom Trail are evident in the text at the base of the 
memorial. The most striking connection came in the form of a popular statement by 
Martin Niemöller. Peter Novick asserts that "no text from the Holocaust is more often 
quoted than Martin Niemöller's confession of his moral failure during the 1930s."148 
Niemöller's original statement reads: 
First they came for the Communists, but I was not a Communist–so I said 
nothing. Then they came for the Social Democrats, but I was not a Social 
Democrat–so I did nothing. Then came the trade unionists, but I was not a 
trade unionist. And then they came for the Jews, but I was not a Jew–so I 
did little. Then when they came for me, there was no one let who could 
stand up for me149 
 
Niemöller's statement is significant because it serves to universalize the visitor's 
experience by highlighting the many and diverse victims of Nazism. In addition, it acts as 
a warning to those experiencing or witnessing prejudice. Novick describes the way in 
which Niemöller's statement has been modified during various periods in history. In 
particular, he states that the reference to Communism has been omitted on various 
occasions, and that in several places a line has actually been added to include Catholics, 
                                                
147 Fuller, "Responses," 4. 
148 Novick, Holocaust in American Life, 221. 
149 As quoted in Novick, Holocaust in American Life, 221. 
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as is the case at the NEHM.150 This change is especially significant in Boston because of 
Boston's large Catholic community. Although the reasons behind the NEHM's use of 
Niemöller's statement, and its alterations, are unclear, it is important to note the way in 
which it continues to bridge the gap between the NEHM and the Boston community. Not 
only is Niemöller's statement able to connect the memorial to Boston by highlighting the 
suffering of the Catholic community, but also by doing so it works to broaden the range 
of victims affected by Nazism.151  
                
Figure 9: Statement attributed to Martin Niemöller at the NEHM 
 
 In addition to the statement by Martin Niemöller, Alex Krieger's statement 
connecting the memorial to the Freedom Trail was ultimately included as well. The final 
inscription stated: "The New England Holocaust Memorial is placed in Boston, near the 
                                                
150 Ibid. 
151 This subject is explored as part of the next debate. 
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Freedom Trail, surrounded by important symbols of American history and human rights, 
to be used by generations to witness history and reaffirm the basic rights of all people." 
The inscription attempts to make the viewer aware of the importance of the Holocaust 
memorial and the appropriateness of the site.  
 
 
Figure 10: Statement outside the Memorial followed by list of donors 
 
 
 Throughout the memorial process the NEHMC and DMC understood the need to 
address carefully the memorial's location. At various public events, including town hall 
meetings and fundraisers, members of different committees often referred to the 
importance of having such a memorial in Boston. "Every country," said Ruth Fein, 
"needs to memorialize the Shoah in its own way, as does every city in which there are 
Jews."152 Although this is an attempt by the NEHMC to address the location of the 
memorial, it is unclear whether viewers agree with the NEHMCs conclusion. 
The Subject of Commemoration Debate 
 
 The discussion that received the greatest level of attention during the later phase 
of the project referred back to the first debate: whom should the memorial 
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commemorate? Although it became clear early in the process that the liberators would 
not receive a central place in commemoration efforts, the NEHMC and DMC were left to 
decide on a subject for memorialization. Discussions that took place during various DMC 
meetings, in addition to comments by the public, allow insight into the division between 
those who sought to commemorate the six million Jewish victims of the Holocaust, and 
those who felt it important to commemorate all victims of Nazi persecution.  
  While developing the statement of purpose for the memorial, members of the 
DMC often raised the question: "Do we want this memorial to focus on the Jewish 
experience or not?"153 At times, entire sections of DMC meetings were dedicated to this 
discussion. Following the first DMC meeting, Patricia Fuller summarized both sides of 
the discussion. Those in favor of a more universal commemoration of all victims of 
persecution were of the opinion that: "The Jews do not need to be reminded because they 
will never forget, so we should focus on 'man's inhumanity to man,' emphasizing 'never 
again,' memorialize all victims and all fighters, not only Jews. We must speak to the 
young people, to the average person who will walk past the site twenty years from 
now."154 Those in favor of a memorial to the six million Jewish victims believed:  
It is not true that all Jews will remember, and certainly not true that non-
Jews will remember; even now students ask "which Holocaust are you 
teaching this semester?" It must be a Jewish memorial which can include 
the fact of other victims, but should not make equations with other groups, 
nor should we allow other groups to have approval or veto rights.155 
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In addition to defending the need for the memorial to commemorate the Jewish 
experience, members of the DMC felt that there was, "no need to apologize for a Jewish 
Memorial." The justification for a memorial that focused primarily on the Jewish 
experience was that many of the memorials to the Holocaust did little to mention Jewish 
suffering. As the DMC was in the planning phase of the project, the first meeting was 
used to express general concerns regarding the subject of the memorial, but no consensus 
was reached.  
 Following the first DMC meeting, discussion regarding the subject of 
commemoration often supported both positions. For example, during the public hearing 
on 23 April 1990, Alex Krieger stated that the memorial was, "for those who were not 
there... so that we can feel ourselves in their place... as Jews and as human beings."156 His 
inclusion of both 'Jews' and 'human beings' suggests the need to note the strong 
relationship between the Jewish community and the Holocaust while also presenting an 
inclusive image that is important to all regardless of personal identity. Attendees at the 
public hearing also weighed in on the debate. Jacob Birnbaum, a survivor of the 
Holocaust, stressed that the central message of the memorial must be the loss of six 
million Jewish victims. By contrast, there were many in attendance who suggested that 
the gay and lesbian population be remembered. In addition, some members of the 
audience felt that the memorial should encourage people to stand up to all prejudice, and 
must therefore present a more universal message.157 During this discussion, audience 
members argued for the inclusion of a wide range of subjects of commemoration, often 
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arguing that their subject group was 'more significant' than the other. Suggested subjects 
included all Holocaust survivors and victims, exclusively Jewish Holocaust survivors and 
victims, gay and lesbian survivors and victims, liberators, and even American prisoners 
of war. Like the first meeting of the DMC, the public hearing concluded without an 
attempt at resolution.  
 Following the public hearing, the DMC drafted a Statement of Purpose. Like 
Kriegers' opening statement at the hearing, the drafted Statement of Purpose noted both 
the unique suffering of Jewish victims and the need to commemorate all those who 
perished. The statement began with a description of the need to commemorate the Jewish 
victims: 
We are building a memorial to the Shoah - the Holocaust - in which the 
Nazi Third Reich systematically exterminated six million Jewish men, 
women and children. The Nazis intended the destruction of Jewish life to 
be total and permanent. Jews were to have been removed from history and 
memory. In this reflective space, we will create a marker for the six 
million–a place to grieve for the victims and the loss of their culture to 
history.158 
 
In this opening paragraph, the committee appeared to dedicate the memorial project to the 
memory of the Jewish victims. The following paragraph, however, indicated that the 
DMC recognized all victims: "The Nazis and their collaborators victimized many other 
groups, murdering countless souls, each of equal worth and importance. Still others, 
including survivors, those who aided them, and those who liberated them, were caught up 
in this great tragedy and forced to carry the burden of that memory throughout their 
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lives."159 In this sense, the DMC returned to the aim of commemorating the greater 
number of victims, as well as the possible inclusion of liberators. This sentiment 
continued with the next line: "In seeking a universal understanding of the Shoah, we 
acknowledge each unique experience of it, as well as the horror of the collective 
history."160 In the last paragraphs of the Statement of Purpose, however, the DMC 
returned to the view that the memorial must commemorate the Jewish experience, "The 
Holocaust was the ultimate act of prejudice–in this case antisemitism."161 This "back and 
forth" was representative of the DMCs inability to make a concrete choice between the 
two views of commemoration. It was clear DMC members were interested in recognizing 
the particular experience of Jewish victims and survivors of the Holocaust while also 
recognizing that other groups were victimized.  
 The DMC fell relatively silent on the issue of whom to commemorate until their 5 
June 1990 meeting. At this meeting, members of the DMC were asked to offer their own 
vision of the memorial. Linda Olstein, DMC member, stressed the need to reach both 
"Jews and non-Jews."162 Olstein, like many members of the DMC, also felt that the 
Memorial should combine written text and visual art, therefore combining the "Jewish 
literary tradition" with the "Christian visual tradition."163 Through these two 
representations the Memorial could, she felt, reach both religious communities. Stephen 
Dickerman also stated that the memorial should be both universal and Jewish, "possibly a 
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universal abstract with Jewish symbols."164 Although all DMC members had their own 
aims for the project, they also understood the need to leave instructions open to 
interpretation by the artist. During the next meeting, the DMC wrote a list of 'descriptors' 
to be used as part of the Design Packet; these included "multi-layered, 
haunting/memorable, compelling/drawing in, meaningful to non-Jewish persons, Jewish 
in character/representing Eastern Europe culture, striking, able to communicate 
quickly."165 In these descriptors, the DMC was looking to reach a universal audience 
while committing to a memorial that emphasized the Jewish experience. In addition, it 
was clear that the DMC was looking for a memorial that had the ability to evoke strong 
emotions and could draw viewers in to reflect on the Holocaust. 
 Ultimately, the DMC included both visions in their Statement of Purpose as part 
of the Competition Program, thus allowing those submitting designs to form their own 
interpretations. In addition, although the DMC had the ability to steer designers toward a 
certain vision, it was the responsibility of the jury members to select the finalists. Thus, 
following the submission of designs the decision moved from the DMC to the jury. 
Among the seven finalists and five merit award winners, several designs reflected the aim 
of emphasizing the Jewish victims exclusively. The emphasis on Jewish memorial 
designs at such a late stage in the competition suggests the jury was open to constructing 
an exclusively Jewish memorial.166  
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 Among the merit award winners, two designs specifically and exclusively 
portrayed the Jewish experience. The first design was that of Stephen and Victoria 
Pavolvic from Morgantown, West Virginia. Their design was called "Seder Table." The 
abstract167 included with the design proposal stated, "A Passover Seder table with empty 
chairs, tremendously long... presenting an overwhelming sense of absence... Jewish 
imagery of the doorway waiting, open for Elijah to enter."168 The second design to use 
symbolism specific to the Jewish experience was that of the "Menorah" design by Carl 
Frank Steinitz of Cambridge, Massachusetts. Steinitz's design abstract stated, "A 
sculpture of broken rocks... set in a ground pattern of the menorah... in the ground area 
listed all the names of the concentration camps."169 In addition, a third design, that of the 
"Waterfall" did not contain overtly Jewish symbolism, but did refer specifically to Jewish 
custom in the abstract. The design submitted by Byron Elwood Bronstein of Boston 
stated, "A seating area overlooks a waterfall... suggesting purification and healing... water 
runs to wash one's hands, suggestive of the Jewish custom when returning from the 
cemetery... the water leads to a triangle, symbol of the concentration camps."170 That 
three of five merit award winners paid specific tribute to the Jewish victims of the 
Holocaust is indicative of the preference of jurors as well as those submitting designs. In 
addition, it suggests that those designs that emphasized the Jewish experience may have 
provoked greater emotion among members of the jury. 
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 Of the seven designs chosen as finalists, one design contained specific Jewish 
symbolism, and three others considered the Jewish experience central to their abstracts. 
The "Glass Star" design contained the most direct reference to Jewish symbolism. Troy 
West, Anker West, and Ginidir Marshall of Wakefield, Rhode Island and Newark, New 
Jersey created the design. Their abstract stated, "A broken glass sculpture of a Star of 
David, dramatically lit at night... in the midst of the trees and the path with symbols 
suggesting railroad tracks into the death camps... along side is a sculpture, suggesting the 
lion of Judea... holding a book with details of the Holocaust chronology."171 Like many 
designs submitted, the "Glass Star" design contained images and writing. The central 
piece in this proposal, the glass star, directly referenced Jewish cultural iconography. 
Though not as overt, the "Doors" design created by Cissy Schmidt and Matthew 
Pickner of New York directly referred to Jewish culture. As the abstract stated, "Twenty-
four doors in the middle of a green park... a series of choices... wide open doors inscribed 
to 'tolerance' 'liberty' ... half-closed doors to 'prejudice' 'tyranny'... one is completely 
closed, inscribed with 'as they marched to their graves, they recited for each other the 
Kaddish, the Jewish prayer of mourning..."172 By referring to the Kaddish, the proposal 
was able to connect ideas of liberty, prejudice, and tyranny with the "ultimate injustice," 
the destruction of Jews in the Holocaust.  
Like the "Doors" proposal, the "Meadow" design by Nancy J. Locke and Jan 
Longwell of Ithaca, New York, did not contain a direct reference to the Jewish 
experience in the design, but did include a reference in the abstract. Locke and 
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Longwell's abstract stated, "Hidden within an 'endless' meadow of yellow grasses... are 
the buried meanings of the Holocaust... explanations are replaced by a void, a beautiful, 
empty place... the life of the grasses suggests regeneration and healing–the sustaining 
power of the Jewish people and culture."173 Thus, although Locke and Longwell did not 
necessarily emphasize Jewish culture in their abstract, it was clear that they viewed the 
design as inherently related to the Jewish experience.  
Finally, Stanley Saitowitz, Ulysses Lim, and Thomas Gardner in San Francisco, 
California, presented the "Glass Towers" design which stated, "Six striking glass towers, 
lit at night by gas lights... for the six death camps, the six million Jews, the candles of the 
menorah... a city of ice in remembrance of the Shoah."174 Again, through the abstract the 
architects were able to communicate their view of a memorial to the Jewish experience. 
 Although the selection of these designs indicates that the jury seemed to favor 
submissions that highlighted the Jewish victims, members of the Boston community 
voiced opposition to this preference. Of the comments received by the Jewish Advocate 
and Boston Herald, many focused on the need to commemorate non-Jewish victims of 
Nazi persecution. "Please incorporate," one respondent noted, "somewhere in the 
literature, or on the edifice itself somewhere, that non-Jews were killed at the camps..."175 
Respondents noted that the victims cited at the memorial should include: Ukrainians 
liquidated under Stalin, Christians murdered by Communists, Roma, Russians, Poles, 
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Hungarians, and those who died trying to save Jewish lives.176 These responses echoed 
the comments made at the city hall meeting earlier in the process, when attendees argued 
that the memorial should commemorate all victims. In addition, following publication of 
the proposed designs and DMC Statement of Purpose, the Steering Committee of Am 
Tikva, Boston's Community of Lesbian and Gay Jews, wrote to Ruth Fein to stress that 
"the memorial aspect of the project was too narrow."177 The letter highlighted the 
Jehovah's Witnesses, lesbians and gay men, Roma, and political dissidents who were also 
targeted in Nazi Germany. The organization asked that the New England Holocaust 
memorial broaden its focus in order to memorialize all victims of the Holocaust.  
 Although the "Glass Towers" design had incorporated direct references to Jewish 
victims, it was the clear favorite among members of the public who responded to the 
designs. In addition, it won the support of the jury. The jury commented that, "The design 
employs symbolism which is appropriate and evocative and which creates powerful 
associations with Jewish culture. At the same time, it is not exclusionary and its strong 
forms and dramatic use of light give it a universal dimension."178 Henry Friedlander, a 
member of the jury, commented that he and another jury member were totally opposed to 
Saitowitz's design because they felt it was still 'too exclusionary.' Friedlander commented 
that as a Holocaust scholar he felt Saitowitz's design was cliché and worried that by 
referencing the 'six million victims' the design did not accurately portray the totality of 
devastation. Ultimately however, the two dissenting jurors were overruled and the design 
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was selected.179 Friedlander recalled that the discussion never reached a resolution, but 
instead that they went with a majority vote.180 
In the end, the debate regarding the subject of commemoration was left largely 
unresolved. Like the Liberator's debate and the discussion regarding the Freedom Trail, 
the NEHMC and DMC felt it was important to allow for discussion. "Soon I understood" 
said Dickerman, "that I was in the middle of a historic controversy about the mission of 
this thing [the NEHM], and also that the controversy was a manifestation of the great 
angst and issues and pain that remains still after the Holocaust."181 For many members of 
the Boston survivor community, participating in the discussion surrounding the NEHM 
presented an opportunity to speak about their experiences, and in some cases was viewed 
as an opportunity for healing. Dickerman recognized that the conversations happening in 
response to the NEHM were a part of the greater animosity still present in the survivor 
community. This recognition occurred for many members of the NEHMC, and through 
this recognition members were encouraged to continue the public discussion, "The job 
was not to resolve these issues" Dickerman continued, "you couldn't resolve these issues. 
There were many truths to these memories. If we made a process where we welcomed all 
the memories into the deliberation, the process itself of bringing people together to 
remember... was a memorial."182 Thus, for members of the NEHMC, it was important to 
allow such conversations to continue. Through these conversations they were promoting 
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a form of metaphysical memorialization, in which commemoration was not dependent on 
a physical structure, but on the discussions that were taking place 
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CONCLUSION: 
 
 On 18 September 2005, Boston celebrated the New England Holocaust 
Memorial's ten-year anniversary with a re-dedication ceremony. The ceremony offered 
the opportunity for members of the NEHMC to reflect on the memorial-building process 
and Boston's reception of the memorial over the past ten years. In addition, it allowed for 
a reevaluation of the site in light of the current political and social climate. Stanley 
Saitowitz's comments at the event reflect the transformation. "And today," he said, "with 
even more of the darkness of the Holocaust exposed, we as a generation, spared the 
ravages of a global conflict and large scale war, still live with the horrors and cruelty of 
inhumanity in so many parts of the world."183 Saitowitz's reference to global injustice is 
representative of the way in which Boston residents have received the memorial. 
During the ten years following the memorial's construction, the Boston 
community embraced the NEHM in a way that was unanticipated by members of the 
memorial committees.184 Following construction, the memorial was used as a rallying site 
to gain attention for various minority groups. Representatives of Boston's Armenian and 
Irish communities have hosted several events at the site, and Boston's gay community 
plans annual events at the NEHM during pride week each year. In addition, several 
gatherings urging American intervention in Sudan have also taken place at the site. The 
NEHMC had anticipated using the site for annual Yom HaShoah gatherings, but had not 
realized the site would be used for so many forms of remembrance. Once it was 
constructed, however, the NEHM became a public arena that could be instrumentalized in 
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countless ways. In the same way that the NEHMC and DMC had transformed Ross's 
initial memorial vision, the Boston community transformed the memorial's purpose to fit 
its needs. 
In addition to using the NEHM as a gathering site, representatives of both the 
Armenian and Irish communities used the Holocaust memorial as an inspiration to create 
their own memorials. Ruth Fein remembers that members of both communities 
approached the NEHMC for guidance on their pending memorial projects.185 In many 
cases, the Irish and Armenian communities had to gain approval from the same agencies 
in Boston that approved the NEHM.186 Boston's Irish-American community was the first 
to gain approval for their memorial, and on 28 June 1998 the design was unveiled.187 
Unlike the NEHM, the Irish Famine Memorial Committee did not sponsor a design 
competition, but instead selected a sculptor to produce an image conceived by their 
memorial committee. 
Although members of the New England Holocaust Memorial Committee were 
supportive of the aims of the Irish Famine Memorial, Fein explains that many NEHMC 
members were disappointed with its outcome.188 Like Rapaport's memorial in Liberty 
Park, and Ross's original plan for the NEHM, the Irish Famine memorial presented the 
subject as victim rather than survivor, an image that was not supported by the NEHMC. 
In addition, the memorial presents the American figures as the embodiment of strength. 
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Both the NEHM and the Irish Famine Memorial are located adjacent to Boston's Freedom 
Trail, yet they evoke strikingly different images of America's place in the world. 
Although the NEHMC sought to connect the NEHM to its surroundings in Boston, it did 
so without portraying Americans as the victor.  
 
             
Figure 11: Irish Famine Memorial 
 
The process of engaging the public in the creation of the NEHM was largely 
responsible for the memorial's outcome. The interaction between the NEHMC and the 
public created a forum in which the needs of the public could be addressed. Widespread 
public participation helped shape the design competition and aided in the selection of a 
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design that promoted American ideals without minimizing the experience of the 
Holocaust. In addition, through analysis of the memorial's history, as well as the three 
central debates, it is possible to view the way in which public participation not only 
helped move the memorial project in a positive direction, but also formed a type of 
commemoration prior to construction.  
Now over ten years following the memorial's construction, it is possible to 
evaluate the extent to which the debates central to the commemoration project have been 
resolved. With the construction of the Liberators' Monument in 2005, the first debate 
central to the memorial project reached a form of resolution. Although Ross' original 
vision was never constructed, the site clearly pays tribute to the liberators. The quotations 
etched into the monument not only connect victims and liberators, but also connect Ross, 
a Holocaust survivor, with Eisenhower, a great American icon.  
The second debate, over the location is more complex. The NEHM has been 
constructed and is located near the Freedom Trail, and therefore the location cannot be 
changed. In addition, the NEHMCs use of statements by Alex Krieger and Martin 
Niemöller sought to connect the NEHM to its location in Boston. That said, it is possible 
that the connection is still vague. Many visitors to the memorial may never pause to read 
the inscriptions, or consider the placement of the memorial. Furthermore, visitors to the 
Freedom Trail may never stop to observe the NEHM. On the other hand, the memorial 
remains highly visible and is located at a popular site thereby securing a viewership.  
Finally, it is important to consider the debate regarding whom to commemorate–
the Jewish victims exclusively or all victims of Nazi persecution. Throughout the process, 
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the DMC was conflicted on this issue. Rather than resolve the discussion, they chose to 
allow the designer, and ultimately the jury, to determine the subject of commemoration. 
The chosen design, Stanley Saitowitz's "six glass towers," clearly focuses on the Jewish 
experience. The six glass towers and six million numbers inscribed in the glass were 
meant to symbolize the six million Jewish victims.189 Although this was Saitowitz's 
intent, it is clear through current use of the memorial that many members of the Boston 
community have embraced the memorial. In this sense attempts at universalization can be 
seen as a success. 
The memorial has been deemed a powerful structure by Boston's media outlets 
and is visited, accidentally and intentionally, by many thousands each year. In addition, 
Stanley Saitowitz has been the recipient of both the Henry Bacon Medal for Memorial 
Architecture and the Harleston Parker Medal. The memorial as a physical structure is an 
impressive achievement, and its history is important to the discussion of public art, 
Holocaust commemoration projects, and the evaluation of the place of the Holocaust in 
American society. That said, however, "The true success was the memorial process," 
according to Ruth Fein. Fein explains that, "We came to understand that by the very 
process of involving as many people as possible in the development of the criteria and 
guidelines for the Memorial we were already memorializing, remembering, teaching."190 
The memorial's history illustrates the value of the commemorative process by displaying 
the way in which memorialization extended well beyond the physical structure. In 
                                                
189 The decision to include six million numbers happened late in the process and was an idea 
sparked by the jury. 
190 Ruth Fein "Re-Dedication Speech," 18 September 2005, RFC. 
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addition, this history contributes to existing scholarship on American Holocaust 
commemoration, and it examines the three debates common to Holocaust 
commemoration projects around the world. The New England Holocaust Memorial 
therefore serves as a local example of broader phenomena, and above all, it demonstrates 
the power of communication as a form of commemoration. 
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